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THE HOBBY SHOW IS ON
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1$ BACK WHERE SUE BELONGS

•
Public Will Find Much To Interest It At Com
munity Building Today
Rockland Elects a Republican Mayor, Board Of Aldermen and School

NEWSPAPER HISTORT

The Rockland Oaaette waa eetabllahed
in 1848
In 1*74 the Courier waa eatabllehed and conaolldated with the Oazette
In 1882
The Free Press waa eetabllahed
In 1855 and ln 1881 changed Ita name to
the Tribune. Theae papera ooneolldated
March 17. 1887.

Committee—Veazie’s Majority Was 196—Carries Five Wards

Modern as today's newspaper and that. the refreshment nook has deli
n fresh Ingly ir.vel, the Hobby ‘hew cacies to submit which should win
which ls magn it tonight and tomor an "A plus" ln any show Assisting
sideration in the foregoing lines.
row at Cominuntiy Building, Intrc- the chairman of this department will
In the E. C. Moran Building
Everybody was curious about Ward
duces
to
Rock.and
a
new
depai
ture
1
be
Mrs.
John
G
Snow,
Mrs.
Alar.
J.
I* *»*«.****«* w
4. In late years it has had a faculty
I —
in the realm of entertatnmert. More Murray. Mrs Archie Bowley, Mi.:s
I —
Some feeling are to mortals ♦
of returning Democratic majorities,
i •» given with lets of earth ln them ♦ than a whim of the idle, the pleasure Serene Nottage and a group of Higi
427 Main Street,
Rockland, Me.
but yesterday a militant drive was
than heaven.--Sit Walter Scott. ♦ of collecting is margined with educa- 1 School girls.
«•
made by the Republicans with the
tional values, as a study of the as- , In the metallic field, a demonstra146-148
candidate for alderman as the spear
sembled exhibits will indicate.
j tion and sale of copper work will aphead. The result was Republican vic
Far-reaching in appeal, the broad peal to the masculine taste. A woodtory and a handsome plurality for
variety of subject matter is bound to working exhibit will also cater to
candidate Quinn.
contain much that is fascinating to the men and at this booth will be etaBoston Attorney, Who Mar all types and ages, and may even tioned
Ward 5, as has been shown was
Benjamin
Burbank
of
the banner Democratic precinct, ex
ried Rockland Girl, Hangs draw as spectators persons more Brunswick who will perfonn wonders
ceeding by three votes the majority
versed ln the material displayed than with a circular saw turning out spiral
Out Shingle Here
given for Richardson in Ward 6. On
the
collector
thereof.
Such
an
oc

fluted
columns
and
various
other
of R. H. S. Presents
currence
would
be
a
joy
and
benefit
work
which
ordinarily
would
require
Rockland today is making the ac
quaintance of a new acquisition in to any exhibitor for therein lies the the use of a lathe.
power of growth, of establishing kin
This parade of avocations will be
local professional circles—A. Alan dred ties and united development of nothing if not diversified. Even na
i Grossman, who has opened a law knowiedge.
tionalistic customs will be drafted,
Rev. Corwin H. Olds, who as gen and these most delightfully by way
office at 421 Main street, In the E. C.
A Three-Act Comedy
eral chairman has given his every of Finnish folk dances which will
Moran building.
waking thought to this project dur- be the stage presentation at 7.45
Mr.
Grossman
has
been
actively
DECEMBER 9-10
R. H. S. AUDITORIUM
ing the past weeks, states that 500 ' o'clock. Next on the boards will be
engaged ln the practice of law for
exhibitors are registered and 24 Maine triple-yeared Carl Moffitt in tails,
Admission 40c, 25c
over four years, being a member of divisions have been allotted space.
with his ''bride'' Jeanine Leach
the law firm of Grossman & GrossThe art exhibit is assigned to the I decked in bridal gown and train, the
He’# eight years old, but boy he is singing this morning
TICKETS CHECKED AT CHISHOLM’S DEC. 8. 9, 10
Iman, with offices in Boston. He is East Room and will unfold a panora- . wee couple serving as Tom Thumb
Ned must have found one
a member of the Massachusetts Bar, ma of creative talent much of which vanguard to their elders’ wedding
144-146
THE LOSER
THE VICTOR
having been admitted in 1933, follow has been hitherto unsuspected. Here procession. Authentic nuptial bouthis ticket was one man who was
ing his graduation from Suffolk Law all “roses born to blush unseen" will ’ quets dating from 1775 to 1937 will
I want to 'congratulate Mr.
I am very appreciative of the
School. Since then he has become have their day of glory and as things be salient hobbylights midst the
Veazie on his splendid victory
derman William J. Sullivan. He
[ a member of the Federal Bar as well of beauty, will delight the eye and quaint regalia, exact knowledge of‘ confidence shown in me by the
ind wish him a very successful ad
had been nominated by the Republi
as the Maine Bar. He has always assuage artistic temperament.
the floral compositions having en-; people of my home city, and shall
ministration. I also want to thank
do my very best to merit it. I shall
cans In advance of tn- Democratic
FIRST LEAGUE GAME
been active ln social, fraternal and
Photography, of late, has made gi tailed no slight research.
my loyal supporters. I think that
never
cease
to
feel
grateful
to
the
caucus.
1
political
circles.
gantic strides in the popular fancy.
A bottle, bonnet or book can be !
T. H. S. GYM, TUESDAY, DEC. 7
perhaps I have been a candidate
he Ward 6 republicans, facing an
A. Alan Grossman was recently That its devotees are legion is ap found in every nook; likewise stamps 1 loyal workers who supported my
THOMASTON HIGH BOYS AND GIRLS
once
too
often.
cause
in
"very
ward.
uphill
fight, are to be congratulated
married to Constance D. Miller, parent from the widespread organiza and lamps, or what-have-you. Space
—Charles M. Richardson.
—Edward R. Veazie.
upon making as good a show-big as
j daughter of Mrs. Benjamin Miller. tions of clubs devoted to the further is at a premium, for the fever has
ROCKPORT HIGH BOYS AND GIRLS
— tiny dia, 266 voters of that persua
; They are now residents of Rockland. ance of scientific picturization. The run rampant through the county, ex-1
First Game 7.30. Referee, Charlie Wotton
sion being brought to the polls.
local Friendly Foto Fans, with other panding daily and covering collec
THE VOTE FOR MAYOR
ADMISSION 25c AND 35c
Ward 7 was a "crusher” for the
comrades of the lens, will dominate tions of every conceivable object,
Veazie, R. Richardson, D. Democrats who still clung to the be
.ALso
the West Room where dabsters and save possibly second-hand dental
207 lief they were going to carry lt, in
209
Rockport Junior Varsity vs. T. H. S. Junior Varsity
professionals wlll mingle ln the com plates. As advance registration is Ward One
177
209
Ward Two
At 6.30
146-lt
235 the face of Republican optimism
516
Don't forget that in two days the mon cause of perfected camera pro not required, there will doubtless be Ward Three
216 which had never waned.
231
ductions.
several
“
dark
horse"
entrants
with
Ward
Four
Senior Class will present in the High
286
183
A coastal region dedicated more or surprises possible at every passing Ward Five
367
266
School auditorium, “Big Hearted
less to the mastery of the sea has a hour. Informality has been the hap Ward Six
112
182
Herbert," a fast-moving comedy, sure rich store to draw upon when a ma- py keynote throughout the prepara Ward Seven
ROCKLAND
1600
1796
: j to strike deep into the heart of every 1 rine exhibit is ln question; conse- tory period with the result that a
l| member of the audience. Gordon quently, the ship models, mariners’ friendly co-operative spirit has been
Rich ardson is the grouchy father trophies and seamens’ treasures fostered and general interest aroused
In the biennial city election yesterday the voters of Rockland re
with Deris Borgerson as his sweet i housed lh the East Gkme Room will With such a superb combination, sucTUESDAY EVENING, DEC. 7
nounced
their allegiance to Democratic rule, after eight successive years
| and finally desperate wife. The plot! stronKly resemble a miniature muse- i cess of the Show is a foregone conof
which
the Republicans suddenly find themselves entrenched with a
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON AND EVENING
complication evolves around thelr um- Pa«in8- Thomaston, Rockland elusion.
!three children . . . Robert (Donald anrl Rockport!—homes of hardy sea
Given a healthy hobby to ride—a Republican mayor and a strong working majority in the Board of AlderDECEMBER 8
j Marriner) a young schoolboy. Junior caPlains
I wholesome outlet for physical and
men The same tide which brought about this desirable result swept
A Huge Exhibition of Leisure Activities
Practical-minded home makers will mental pursuits—and it becomes ap; i (Dick Marsh) an ambitious high
into office five Republican members of the School Committee.
For Men, Women and Children
school youngster, and Alice (Barbara flnd inspiration at the array of parent that the public at large is
The total vote was one of the largest ever cast in a Rockland Munici
Perley hears the count of 10
Woodworking, Art, Photography, Stamps. Genealogy. Fancy W'ork,
Derry ) their daughter, who wished Maine home industries on sale is; i made up of boys and girls grown
Historical, Antiques, Ship Models, Sporting Goods, Dolls,
pal
Election,
Veazie receiving 1796 votes and Richardson 1600.
gi j to marry Andrew Goodrich (Richard the West Game room, or turning from tall!
Wedding Gown Procession, One-Act Play
The new City Government will be
Every ward was a -battle center yesterday, but in the final analysis
Ellingwood >: Other members of the
SCORES OF OTHER ATTRACTIONS
inaugurated
the first Monday in
cast are Martha (Ruth Wheeler).
the result was determined by the outcome in Wards 3 and 6.
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
January*, and meantime there is quite
i the Lawrences (Priscilla Lovejoy and
The Democrats jnade their supreme efforts in Wards 5 and 6, which
.
. . .
. . .certain to be a lively scramble for
ADMISSION 25 CENTS
146-146
Jack Huke), the Goodriches (Ruth 1
for some years have been Democratic strongholds. 1 heir joint majority |the cJt
After eight years' of
Thomas and Bernard Thompson),
for IRichardson yesterday was 203 votes, but that tide was swept back I fasting lt is only natural that the
, and the Havens (Virginia Wood and 1
when'it came in contact with the majority of 281 cast for Veazie in J Republicans are a bit hungry. In
Russell Hewett). Tickets are now
Ward 3, where 'both candidates 'for mayor resided—the other wards inatural course of events there
being sold by high school students, I
J and may be bought at the high j
meantime having stuck bravely by the Republican standard.
Mkely ** many changes, and of
school and Chisholm's Fruit Store
Never was seen in Rockland finer team work than that displayed by
to disappointment. It behooves the
when the reserved seats are checked
Republicans of Ward 3, who saw 516 men and women of their kind New City Government to act wisely
FACTORY SHOWING OF ...
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
(By E L. Brown—Second Installment)
march Po the polls. Veazie’s popularity in that precinct w-as one of the in the selection of these officials, and
from 4 to 6 o’clock.
Let us go back to Main street, and livery stable where he sold news- fcatures of yesterday’s election and justified the efforts of those who to conduct municipal affairs in a
papers, magazines, candy and fruit,
review Its changes during 50 years.
manner that will merit the approval
fairly forced him to take the nomination.
MAYFAIR BALLROOM—LAFAYETTE HOTEL, PORTLAND
of the voters who yesterday marked
Always something doing at The and swat flies when he was resting.
The disgust of thc Moran leaders over the result in Ward 3 was
DECEMBER 8 AND 9
—
10 A. M. TO 10 P. M.
Pillsbury Block, now the Senter
Brook. Charley Haskell's store was Crane building, was considered a very undisguised ifor they felt that it had been neglected by the Democratic thelr cross Ln the Republican square.
LUNCH SERVED
—
DINNER AT 8 P "
a meeting place for news and gossip- flne structure. Occupied by J. W leaders, and they did not hesitate to say so.
(Continued on Page Bight)
FARRAR-BROWN CO., Inc., Portland, Maine
I wish to express my deep
much the same but not quite as Coakley, druggist. Copeland's Bazaar
DISTRIBUTORS --------------------------------------------------------An excited crowd followed the everybody, for the Democrats had
appreciation of the flne spirit
colorful as “The Cotton Exchange" is and M. Gallert, dry goods. As va progress of the election returns at been claiming it by 100 (with the
of those who yesterday helped
cancies
occurred
the
Scott
Tea
Co.
today. [This allusion will be relished
this office and until the closing hour
and A. J. Houston leased the stores.
me to win in Ward One.
there was a steady succession of
by the regulars who infest W. I.
The Scott Tea Co. moved across the
Fred Brown of Rockland and Hugh
phone calls which werc answered by
Ayer's store).
street after several years to the store
happy
and
willing
volunteers.
Ashworth of Massachusetts escaped
R. LOUIS CATES
Billy Hemenway was clerking in recently vacated by R. V. Stevenson.
Strangely enough the first definite
Sunday night from the State Prison
hls father's candy and confectionery I Here is an interesting fact. Up to
returns came from Ward S, one of
Farm at South Warren where they
store when I came to Rockland, near one year a&° Rockland has not been
without a Chinese Laundry for more
were serving as trusties. A posse
ANNOUNCEMENT
Dorman Shoe Store location. Billy
than 50 years. In 1889 Rockland had
93 Exchange Street
Have your pigs cut up. sugar cured,
made up of officials from the Prison,
has
sold
enough
candy
and
fruit
dur

and smoked. I am an expert in that
three Chinese laundries according to
the State Police barracks and sher
Portland,
Maine
line.
ing all these years to fill Lermond's the city directory of that year.
Maybe our Democratic friend is iff's department, has made a vain
Cove. Nearly 50 years ago J. F. Greg
Established 1854
One of our oldest living merchants
laughing, but we don't think so
search. Brown was committed for
HENRY F. BOCK, Camden, TeL 2309
ory & Son's sign appeared on Main is Frank D. Lamb, recently retired
Kent
farm
on
the
Belfast
road.
Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
armed robbery and Ashworth for
street. Those were the days when from active service. Our good friend
Look for the Sign
breaking, entering and larceny.
18-19T&Stf
143-148 nobody expected to pay the asking W. O. Fuller is one of the oldest and Reading the returns (in certain exception of The Courier-Gazette's
Democratic informant who at 2
price for a suit of clothes—It was a most respected newspaper men in
seetorsi
' o'clock estimated a Democrat pluralWHILE YOU WAIT
matter of dickering. Al Gregory the state. Harry O. Gurdy. secretary
.. ,
,
tty of 25). The result was close but
tCiCtCtCieUMPCtCFRIDAY-SATURDAY—10 to 7—DEC. 10-11
came to the store one morning and of theLoan &Building Association, the largerprecincts, whereForrest K thc
considerably to
Irving Berlin went to Phoenix,
said with emphasis, no doubt, “from and still going strong, is young in Hatchreported that Richardson had their own surprise elected all of their
Ariz., to write seven songs for the
now on this is going to be a 'one price' spirit if not in years. I first knew carried the ward by 103 voters. This
This Ad Is Worth $2.41
candidates.
next Ginger Rogers-Fred Astaire
store—I am all done dickering.’’ It him when he was associated with hls bad a distinctly dampening effect
J
This Certificate and 59c Entitles Bearer to One of Our Genu
Ward 2 went Republican by 32 ma- screen musical. He intended to stay
was
considered
an
unwise
move
by
ine Indestructible $3.00 VACUUM FILLER SACKLESS
father under firm name of H. O. upon the Veazie supporters who
seven weeks. But he was back home
FOUNTAIN PENS
many but It proved a success—and Gurdy & Co., lime burners and gen- realized that Ward 6 would be simitoday—having dashed off the songs
other
stores
followed
his
example.
Sizes for men, women and children—no repair bills. No lever filler! No rubber sack!
eral store, at 4 Camden street.
larly Democratic, or possibly worse,
in seven days.
you can write for a month or 25,000 words with one filling. One pull and it is full.
I could name the firms in business Forty-six years ago Clarence and there werc the problematical
back 35 to 40 years ago but hardly Daniels started business as watchbelieve it would be of sufficient in maker in the window of Breck's
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
terest to warrant it. However here Candy Store, Spear Block, in the
If I had my life to live again I would
are a few: Sawtell's Music Store, store now occupied by Carver's Book
have made a rule to read some poetry
New Plunger Filler, Unbreakable, Visible Ink Supply. You See the Ink!
and listen to some music at least onoe
comer (Limerock and Main, later Store. Clarence Is onc of the oldest
This pen holds 200 percent morc ink than any sa ck fountain pen its size on the market. Has hard,
a week. The loss of these tastes la a
Maine Music Co.; J. H. Wiggin, merchants on the street today.
loaa of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
unbreakable barrel Latest in modem pearl and black colors! Every pen tested and guaranteed certifi
apothecary; M. M. Genthner, jewel
cate given with every pen. This lifetime pen point is “DURIUM" tipped, unbreakable, will give you last
More than 50 years ago Fred M.
GOD'S SUNSHINE
ing smoothness in writing.
er; F. F. Burpee, druggist; Fuller & Smith of Ash Point bought land on
Never—once—since the world began
Cobb store, formerly ln the Farwell the shore and named the place Cres
Has the sun above stopped shining.
$1. PENCILS TO
LIMIT: 3 PENS TO EACH
1
IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT
Hls face very often we could not see.
Opera House block, now Masonic cent Beach. His fish dinners, now
|
CHRISTMAS BOX FREE
CERTIFICATE
MATCH, ONLY ... ......
And we grumbled at hls Inconstancy;
Temple.
Spofford Block, corner called “shore dinners,' became fam- Something of a slranger but still in
But the clouds were really to blame, not
he.
There are two Johns in Ward
School and Main was built in year ous. Listen to this menu: Steamed j
the ring
MAIL ORDERS 6 CENTS EXTRA
For. behind them, he was shining.
Puzzle, which is this?
1887. The corner store was occupied clams, fried clams, clam chowder,
Your Initials Engraved in 22 Karat Gold—15 Cents Extra—Rockland Only
And so—behind life's darkest clouds,
by E. W. Berry & Co. as a shoe store. fish chowder, fried fish, broiled lob wards of 1 and 4 to be neard from.
Ood's love Is always shining.
C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland.
W. H. Brackett Drug Store, Thomaston.
lt at times with our faithless
Burpee & Lamb occupied the store ster,, (all one could eat) pickles, This apprehension was Increased Jority, and while this fell short of We veil
fears.
W. E. Sheerer, Tenant’s Harbor.
Leino’s Store, Warren.
recent
victories
in
that
precinct
it
And darken our sight with our foolish
at that time now Johnston’s Phar crackers, hot biscuits, pie, doughnuts somewhat by the returns from Ward
tears.
macy. Back in those days “Allie” and coffee, all for 35 cents believe it j2 which were not quite iup to Re- had very heartening effect coming But In time the atmosphere always
Albert Kyllonen Jewelry Store, Waldoboro
clean.
i
publican
expectations,
upon
the
heels
of
the
Ward
5
result.
146’lt
Huston was a newsboy. Later he
For hls love Is always shining.
(Oontlnupfi on Page Eight)
j Warcl l was a surprise to almost
Good old Ward 3 ha/: received can
opened a stow snuth of Berry Bros,
,
— Anonymous.

Alan (Srnaatnau

Meet Mr. Grossman

THE SENIOR CLASS

“BIG HEARTED HERBERT'

^6^

BASKETBALL

The Senior Play

HOBBY SHOW

ROCKLAND IN OTHER DAYS

Some Interesting Recollections In a Lecture Pre
pared For the Local Service Clubs

NORGE PRODUCTS

AN APPRECIATION

Convicts Escape

H. M. PAYSON & CO.

Water Company Bonds

The Courier-Gazette

To Raise Big Fund

THREE- TIMES-A-WEEK

Kents
If the wicked will turn from all hls
sins he shall surely Eve, he shall not
die—Ezek. 18:21._________________

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 7, 1937

Page Two

Hill

School

Seeks

$30,000 For the Various
School Purposes

“Paid In Full”

' Under the leadership of thelr newly
I elected president. William L. Pullen. I
.. •
, r»v j ai/’ii au
the trustees of the Maine Wesleyan
Maine s Blind Will All Have
and College( popularly
Been Attended To Last of known as Kent's Hill School, locat-

Everyone in Rockland has wished for Gifts like these
Santa’s heard Everyone—and they’re all at

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

Month

ed at Kent s HU1- Maine> authorized
____ _
I aa special
special committee
committee at
at their
their annual
annual !
Commissioner of Health and Wel meeting last June to seek a fund of
fare George W. Leadbetter said Sat at least 830.000 with which to improve
urday that checks covering Pederal the school facilities. The committee
back payments to approximately 1135 in the meantime has been making
hiind persons in Maine will be mailed campaign preparations and Just re
cently began the drive to raise the
before Dec. 15.
The State has paid its half of the fund.
Among the objectives of the fund
blind aid up until Nov. 30 but the
Pederal share has been held up since raising campaign is the grading of
August, awaiting approval by the So- a combination athletic field to accial Security Board of tlie Maine commodate football, baseball, and
plan.
| tract. In all the years of its athletic
Leadbetter said that checks were competition the school Warns have
received late Priday from the Ped- not had. according to modern standeral government totalling $61,251.48 ards, adequate playing fields. Nearly
for (Federal aid to the blind and ad- ' ten years ago the school erected one
ministration of the same for the of the best gymnasiums in the State
months of August. September. Octo- Now it seeks to complete its recrea- j
ber. November and December.
1 tional facilities by adding a modern
He said that December blind aid ' athletic field.
Will be “paid in full" the last of this j William L. Pullen, president of the
month. The average payment to a j School Board of Trustees and Chairblind person Is approximately $21.50 man of the Campaign Committee, is
per month, of which the State and a resident of Newton, Mass, and a
the Pederal government each pays well known Boston lawyer with offices
one-half.
jin the Tremont BuUding. He is a
i
■
native of Union and a graduate of
UUL..,..,
Harvard College and Boston Univeraity Law School. In l905 he was ad-----—
mitted to the Massachusetts Bar and
In Maine This Year 165 has been engaged ever since in the

I
a

AS CHRISTMAS SUGGESTIONS
r?

CEDAR CHESTS
ln walnut, maple

Mcst beautiful and practical of all gifts.

cr mahogany, One to match every bedroom and suit every
purse.
yr

Mattresses

Chairs of Beauty

What more sensible gift than
one of these splendid Inner
Spring Mattresses.

A Chair makes a practical
gift — Boudoir, Lounging
Chairs, Occasional Chairs.

VISIT OUR TOYLAND
See the new Shirley Temple Doll Carriages, the New Dydee
Carriages, Sleds, Roll Top Desks, Blackboards, Tables, and
Autos.

PRACTICAL FURNITURE SUGGESTIONS
SMOKING SETS
CARD TABLES
SPINET DESKS
EASY CHAIRS
BREAKFAST SETS

LAMPS, ALL KINDS
BASSINETTES

nlgnWay I ragedies

The Early Riser

DOING/the DRBURPFEFURNITURE CO.

Lives Have Been Lost— ge™rftl pracUce of Uw'
Conducting a "column" in a news
The campaign is in the hands of
the following committee: William L. paper has appealed to the writer as
Pullen of Boston and Newton. Presi work of an intensely Interesting na
An alarming situation is confront dent of the Board of Trustees and ture, and so here goes for a new one
ing Maine's automobilists and pedestrians during the present month-*' ln the “home town" sheet.
December. At this time our eyes Eastman of Portland WUliam ParThe name "Early Riser." was se
should be directed toward the motor well of Thorndike; Headmaster Ed- lected over a year ago. primarily be
vehicle death toll that is staring this ward W. Hincks of Kent's Hill- Rev
peaceful State of Maine directly in cymbrid Hughes of Augusta:’Wil-' cause the writer, for years has dis
liked to lay abed after he "had hls
the face.
To give a clearer picture of this 'iaDLD' Hutchlns of Augusta; John sleep out -. from habitformed long
intolerable situation one must glance ° Newton of Kent's HUI; Dr Ray ag0because employmentnecessitated
at the accident facts which the High- N. Randall of Lewiston- Rev Percy
way Safety Division of the Maine S. Ridlon of South Paris;’and Thomas early rising; secondly, for the rea
son that most anything might be used
State Police have compiled during P c-.-,.
the past month. These facts relate
Bar Harbor.
under that caption.
that the month of October listed 20 ;
‘-----------------This morning, the start is made and
persons killed in accidents Involving i BASKETBALL BATTLES
a short introduction will be all there
automobiles. Although this figure
is a decrease of 5% over the same
is to lt for the initial appearance.
Lincoln 26, Bliss 22
month last year, nevertheless it is
Shortly, the writer will expect read
not a sufficient decrease to enable
Fresh from their triumph
ers, far and wide, to contribute, and
Maine to increase its percent of lives Thomaston High the Bliss College
saved during the year. The total for1. _____ .
.
* letters addressed to Early Riser, care
the vear dropped to a new low of i
mo'ed on
Newcastle Friday The
Courier-Gazette,
Rockland.
night and struck a snag; Lincoln Maine wUl be attended to as quickly
145%.
During the last week of October’ Academy winning by four points . nnssible
the grim reaper grasped in hls death- R^ves was pretty much
wh j « P°“
ly clutches accident victims at the i _b_„.
.. , ..
. .
, „
There will be a constant delving
rate of one every 18 nours and 40 I sh®w’ sconng 17 of
Academy s 26
into “ancient history," as suggested
minutes. And if these unfortunateI P°lnts- The score:
by notes in personal diaries which
highway tragedies continue at this j
Lincoln Academy
appalling rate the State of Maine ;
G P TP date back to 1900. and frequent ref
will shovel six feet of dirt over the , neaV(,c if
« - ,, erence will be made to records much
bodies of 39 more highway accident ...
’
.............
6
5 17 older.
victims before 1938.
Weekes rf .......
2
0 4

'DUDLEY-THIS SOME BOOK,J
BELIEVE ME.’ THE
AUTHOR calls a
SPADE A SPADE '
\\W'

McCabe’s Caution

r

zat

IT'S A catalogue
IT?

OM FARM
implements

lUSCOVlH
iku^s!

ABOUT ?

v
\

so?

WELL , I MUST READ
WHAT’S IT ALL

//

\\v

<57

’ ,1

Visit our Market and “Sale” through the thrifty
aisles.

TO CATALOGUE the outstanding features of the new ZENITH
washer would take too long. Besides, we want > cn to SEE this mar
velous washer. Stop in at BURPEE FURNITURE CO. for a demon
stration TODAY!

You’ll discover a wealth of Food Bargains.

You’ll discover that our uniformly low prices en

I

FURNITURE COMPMV

t£/36IMAIN'
MAIN SIfarJda/vL

ables you to save on quality foods and that great va
riety helps you to keep your meals interesting and

varied.

THE ASTONISHING UNDBERGHS
Traveling Incognito They Again Set Foot On
American Soil—Children Left Behind

A JUSTIFIABLE KICK

Editor of Thc Courier-Gazette:—
We read of auto thieves, ar.d bur
glars who break in ar.d rcb tanks,
shops, cottages, etc. but how about
the city folks, some of whom belong
to the church, who go to the nearby
larms and swipe small trees which
are salable property, and also cut the
tops off trees which ruins them for
saie or ]um-oer and icssens tHelr
fnT
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i 3 way back in Rockland High School
eliminate defective automobiles on
the highways. The surprising total Page, rg------------- ------ o
days, all along the years from then
The Lindberghs—Col. and Mrs. became known At that time the tidof 4000 warning cards have been
until the present time.
Charles
A—arrived at New York mgs, as the London Daily Herald
issued to delinquent motorists order
Totals
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6 26
ing them to have thelr defective
Watch for the “Early Riser.” Sunday morning, but the purpose of ex>)ressed it. astonished the United
Bliss College
. States. The shock received by milequipment corrected. Of this num
Enough for today ! !
their dramatic and unannounced
Qf Amerlcans readlng the news
O
ber 1200 were issued to owners who
Farmer's Friend
had not had their cars inspected. It Walsh. If
visit, or the length of it, is guarded
comparable only to that which
is an unusual fact that in the face Page. If............................ o
with the same secrecy that marks all would occur in England should the
of so many terrible accidents happen- Resell rf
,
cf the famous skyman's doings. His Prince of Wales announce he no “Sweeten it with Domino
ing every day on our highways that i R,-nll»..............................
such an outstanding number of J olroul> c ............................ 3
Have Traveled 1,632,939 two sons Jon, 5 years old and Land, longer felt secure in his own Country." i
people failed to have thelr cars ln- Bryant, c ....................... 2
6 months old, did not accompany
Hie report, which Lindbergh never ! pure cane-clean-lull weight
spected and to keep their vehicles in j Crafts, lg ...................... o
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Refined in U.S A.
thelr
parents,
and
were
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denied
or confirmed, was that he
safe operating condition. One of the Atwood, rg ..................... o
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Achievements
left in the care of thelr aunt, Mrs. had taken his small family to seek a
most pressing obligations is for each
Aubrey Niel Morgan, in Wales.
, haven ln England because life in
driver and owner of a vehicle to as
Totals
The annual report of Chief Wilbur
8
6 22
sume his responsibility but during
It is assumed that Col. Lindbergh ' America had become "unbearable"
the short period of only thirty days
H. Towle of the State Police, filed is in this country on important busi-1 through gangster threats as an afterwe find 4000 people who have failed
Thursday for consideration of Gov ness. and that the visit was timed so math of the kidnap-murder of his
Rockland 37, C. C. C. 32
to assume their responsibility, either
ernor Lewis O. Barrows and the exe- that he and Mrs. Lindbergh might first-born son and the trial of Haupt
to
..................................................................
themselves or to thelr fellowmen.
Priday the Camden Hills boys were
..
4
.
Please understand that the figures defeated for the first time this sea- CU ' C COuncl' stressed need of an spend the holidays with Mrs. Lind mann.
quoted
son.
breaking a» good record, at ,w.,
.
, here . do not. include
, , ,the num-'. ®°
n’ breaking
the 'I efficient radio system and a division bergh's mother, Mrs. Dwight W. Mor
ber of arrests made for faulty equip- p_
’.
i of criminal investigation. State Police
row in Englewood. N. J.
ment of a more serious nature.
| Rockland Armory, nevertheless are
might have captured the men who
In returning the couple traveled
This highway accident problem is inot ashamed as they met a smooth i
robbed the Livermore Falls Trust
of the utmost Importance because it! and fast team consisting of several 1 c^'^Lany ’had’ radlo""been ’in^ uw'. lnc°8nlt0' under the name of “Mrdeals with human lives and the hap- college players at Rockland. Both J chief Towle ‘aid
and Mrs. Gregory" with ~no initials—;
plness of every household. It is a1 the
- Rockland Locals and the C. C. C. 1 For the fiscal year ending June1 a subterfuge which apparently con- i
definite problem of preventing death
30. 4770 arrests were made in all fused Mrs. Lindbergh, at first, when i
and human suffering on our streets enjoyed a very good game.
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
of cases, the report aaid. Ar
The C.C.C. lead the flrst quarter types
and highways and if you are a per
rests fcr reckless driving led the the identity became known aboard
son who still considers motor acci but lost the lead in the second Dur i list with a total of 672. There were i the ship.
dents a dull subject, consider the ing the second and third quarters the 4362 convictions; 74 cases were bound
Charles Holldorb, the ship's second 1
people who have met instant death
over: 199 pending appeal and 135 , steward, said he went to their cabin ’
by motor accidents in our State this tall Rockland locals kept a very good : pending.
lead until the last quarter when
year—165 to date.
A Guaranteed General Electric
The wisdom of increasing the to invite them to sit at the captain's ,
These auto accidents have hap Ouellette was put ln the game for force by 30 men in 1936 was dem- tat)le during the voyage,
Clock with self starting motor that
pened at the most unexpected places the flrst time during the evening. cnstrated. Towle wrote, by campar“I knocked on the door and there I
gives accurate time and trouble-'ree
and as long as we have Imperfect Then the playing started for the ing the 1937 arrests with 1936 which was no answer," he said. “I knocked
lervice. Finish blaek enamel with
vehicles and drivers these accidents
...... .
3513. Total present enlist
are liable to occur anywhere and to! CUs- ^iei' whittled the differ' totaled
chromium stripe.
ment: 96 r.on-commissioned offlcers, again, and a little woman opened the
anybody. Death lurks upon our I ence down from 14 10 five points dur and patrolmen.
It struck--------me immediately
door- --------------------- » that
-----,
highways and does not care whose ' ing the last six minutes of playing,
Chief cause of the 2276 automobile her face was familiar, especially after
life it takes. So far many prominent
Camden Hills Camp—Berube If, accidents investigated:
drunken she took off her glasses. I asked her i
people have lost their lives; doctors,
2r“nB'
3 Cl0Se SeC°nd' reCkleSS I« I could talk to Mr. Oregory.
lawyers, statesmen and in fact people Rogers rf, Kelley c. Trahan rg, Morse oriving.
144.
. t
lg, Manning c. Ouellette rg.
from all walks of life.
Fines and costs assessed by courts
“The lady seemed confused for a
Although 165 unfortunate ______
persons
Rockland Locals — LaCrosse rf, against violators totalled $54,355 82. moment. Apparently she had forgot- ,
suffered toy losing their lives. I am Treneer If, A. Flanagan c. Freeman lg. One hundred forty-eight stolen au- ten the name they had given. Then
■>
j «“■ tomobiles were recoMere* 356,822 she said.'Oh. yes. Mr. Oregorv!' And
passenger cars and 87.448 trucks in- • , .
x
,
deaths caused to the families of the!rg' M' 6hePherd
spected.
IC301- Dndbergh stepped forward.
victims. That suffering, those heart-; Score: Rockland Locals 37, C.C.C.
For the statistically inclined: State
"He said: "You undoubtedly recogaches are innumerable
32. Points made by LaCrosse 13. Tree- Police travelled 1.632.939 miles this nize me. I am Col. Lindbergh and I
The month of December brings neer 2, Freeman 9. J. Flanagan 3 ! year—roughly six times the distance
do not want any publicity at all’.’
Christmas Day—a day of happiness J. Karl 10. Eerube 20, Rogers 6 Kelley | between th^ earth and the moon.
The return of the Lindberghs—a
and joy. There will be toys for funQuick Heating
loving kiddies and gifts for other 2, Trahan 2, Morse 2. Referee,
Forty-six billion-odd quarts of milk stunning surprise to the small con- '
members of happy households. But Delano.
Chromium Finish
are produced annually in this coun tingent of ship news reporters and :
for 165 men. women and children
cameramen who had gone to meet the 1
there will be no Christmas. In view
try.
An
analysis
shows
that
about
RECORD SHRIMP CATCH
* Finest Quality
of these pertinent facts let us strive
25% of all of the milk produced ship on their routine assignments. 1
and co-operate by helping to save a
The shrimp catch In Louisiana this annually in the United States never little expecting to find the flier and
life and make Christmas and the
his wife—marked another chapter in
month of December a joyous and year will top last year's record of: leaves the farm: it is used by farm
The simplicity cf its modern design is appealing. Side and
happy one for the people of our good 60,000.000 pounds by 15% according families as milk and cream, part ls the strange saga of flight that began
agitator handles are genuine richly finished walnut. Heavy insu
old Pine Tree State.
to current indications, bringing an t made into farm butter and the re- Dec. 22, 1935.
lated weiden feet prevent marring of table. A special feature is
Sgt, Francis J. McCabe. Director estimated $3,500,000 to fishermen mainder fed to calves. About 30% is His home-coming was almost as
that butter, oil or fatty grease can be placed in popper without any
Highway Safety Division, Maine State
secretive
as
his
departure.
Only
a
and canners. The State produces sold to milk companies for delivery to
Police.
danger cf dripping through. Our best corn popper!
sharp-eyed cameraman, who hap- |
about half the shrimp taken annually city people in fluid form. Another
33% is sold to creameries to make pened to be. lingering near the thirdMore than 25 percent of the 1500 , from American waters.
into butter. Some 5% is sold to class gangplank and spotted the slim
pounds of food eaten each year by the
____________
AINE
CEMT
average American consists of milk \ Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas cheese companies. 4% is used for serious-faced colonel hurrying down
MPANY
POWt
and other dairy products according i of all kinds. Power machlnt stitch- canned milk, 2% for ice cream and the plank, disclosed hls presence.
On his departure two years ago he
to a survey made by the Milk Indus- I ing. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn- the remaining 1% for miscellaneous
was far out to sea before the news
try Foundation.
ing Co., 16 Willow St.
uses.

State Police Busy

SPECIAL —2

DAYS

ONLY

Hamburg Steak
FRANKFORTS
Sausage Patties
Salt Mackerel
Sliced Swordfish

LB.
LB.

LB.

LB.
LB.

16/
17/
20/
10/
21/

Shop at either of our Markets Today. You will
surely see the earnest effort that is made to
please you in every way.

CALIFORNIA PEA BEANS ... qt 11c
SALT PORK.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Ib 14c

Potatoes^'

17/

SODA CRACKERS.. .. .. .. .. . 21bbox 17c
RED SALMON.. .. .. .. .. .. .... 2 cans 45c

BAKER’S COCOA.. .. .. .. .. .. '/«lb tin

7c

PACKAGE BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS SEALS FREE

BAKER’S CHOCOLATE % Ib cake 15c

$4.95 G-E Kitchen Clocks

$

Only

$2.95 Corn Poppers

$

Only

raAm

WELCOME

3
2

SEEDLESS RAISINS.. .. .. .. .. .. . 3 lbs 25c
SOFT-AS-SILK CAKE FLOUR pkg 25c
VEf All mixed vegetables for
■« -i
V EvJ-HLL, SALADS, SOUPS, ETC.
can 11c
GOLD DUST “G^^T^NS- pkg 17c

BLEACH WATER, jug—contents
19c
TOMATO SOUP.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 2 tall tins 17c
BORDEN’S CREAM CARAMELS 2 lbs 25c
GRAPE OR
WELCH JELLIES, CHERRY
2 jars
ALL
FRIENDS BEANS, KINDS
2 tins
SALADA TEA, RED
’/2 lb pkg
LABEL
FRESH
FIG BARS, SHIPMENT
2 lbs

VEGETABLE SOUP,

SNIDER’S

ARROW BORAX SOAP

25c
29c
39c
25c
5 cans 25c

12 bars 25c

IHE PERRY MARKETS
“YOUR FRIENDLY GROCERS”

'
1
•
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Every-Other-Day
The residence of Clifford Allen, ,«<SK
98 Rankin street Is being admired on
account of its attractive holiday illu
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Dec. 7-8—Hobby Show at Community minations.
Funding.
Dec. 8—Littlefield Memorial Chftrch
In Municipal Court Saturday P. G.
fair
Dec 8—Thomaston—Annual Christ Willey pleaded guilty to the charge
mas fair of St. John's Chunch.
Dec. 8—Rockport—Annual Christmas of driving under tlie influence, and
fair of Methodist Ladles Aid
Dec 9-19—Senior play "Big Hearted paid a fine of $150 and costs.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Down In St. Pete

FRIDAY, DEC. IO-SATURDAY, DEC. 11

rnn

VALUABLE DISCOUNT
COUPON

Where the Poets Sway —
Day’s Diary Notes Fa-

□•'I 5

This Certificate and 59 Cents Entitles the Bearer
to One of Our New Social Security Pocketbooks.
Made with Genuine Leather. This Pocketbook
has a Special Compartment for Your Social
Security Card. This Pocketbook is Worth at
least $1.50.

The Christmas Store
For Men’s Gifts

BURPEE & LAMB

miliar Arrivals

The Christmas Store
For Men’s Gifts

INC.

St. Petersburg, Fla., Dec. 2
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Every winter, approximately 50,000
Traffic over the Carlton bridge was
heavier last November than in the
visitors drift into this town from
same month ln 1936, according to the
nearly every State in the Union. They ■
figures which show a gain in 351
come
by motor bus, motor car, and
w
cars and $87.55'eash.
some, I think by pulmotor, in a mad
Your Initials Engraved in Gold or Silver Free
scramble to avoid the Northern win
Baraca Class of the Methodist |
ThL is the Year when Useful Gifts are most appro
ter, and their advent in this Sun
Gift Box with each Pocketbook
Church will hold a business meeting
priate. Something to wear is always desirable. Men
shine city creates a problem ln un
and social Wednesday evening at
and Young Men will like these gifts, for they will re
employment which would make any
the vestry. Each member is to take
Chamber of Commerce dizzy.
flect your good taste as they do our reputation for
146‘lt
a 10-cent present for the Christmas 5
The problem is not one which con
3)&2.3.S.2».J.7.7.T.J.RS.8*bi3>P».X».3iJ,SiSiSs>lS!3)3i>i3l5TS'.2,Sifc>i»i»iS,2.aSiS)S'.SiS<a)J.J
selling
the Best of Everything.
tree.
cerns money, for that is taken care
of by experts. It is a problem in re
Dr. Lloyd M. Richardson is attend < ,SO. THOMASTON
ft
For Educational Club membership
lief from boredom which has to be !
work from now to Jan. 21, renewals ing the State Grange session in Lew
At the first beano party of the third arranged in such a manner as to keep
and new, blue ribbons and further iston, today, Wednesday and Thurs
series held Friday night at the the invading army from running wild
awards are announced for club open day.
j
Grange hall the prizewinners were all over the place and then going
ing Jan. 21 in Grand Army hall, with
Mayor and Mrs. Leforest A. Thurs-! Eugene Allen, Lempi Makinen, Bev- home while they still have money
public supper and speakers.
SUGGESTS
SUGGESTS
SUGGESTS
ton and Freeman S. Voung were in erley Jackson, Arlene Hopkins and enough to stay longer. Such a situ- |
ation calls for ingenuity and finesse
"Excellent,” responded Dr. James Bath Saturday to attend a meeting Elizabeth Marston.
Kent, public health officer, yesterday of the Maine Real Estate Association. Mr and Mrs Joseph Baum wwe of a higi! order, and some remark- i
able solutions have been developed. !
FOR ANY MAN
Rockland Lodge, F.A.M., meets to when asked as to local conditions.
FOR ANY MAN
FOR ANY MAN
business visitors Friday in PortOne of these is the Poets’ Forum.
Workers
affiliated
with
the
Moran
night at 7.30 for stated communi Here is the summary; a few light
jland, accompanied by Miss Dorothy
Every Wednesday afternoon each
£
cases of grippe, two cases of measles faction yesterday wore red badges. Baum and Miss Mary Bartlett.
cation.
week
poets
and
poetry
lovers
from
This
was
highly
appropriate
as
the
,
and one case of scarlet fever.
red ribbon always signifies secolid ! Mrs. Charles Watts is presenting near and far assemble at the out
Charles M. Treat has moved from
i her piano pupils m a two-act playlet door theatre in William's Park and
Motor
cars
returning
from
pleasprize,
87 North Main street to 4 Lawrence
_____
|
entitled a 'Glimpse of Fairyland” ln mounted on a rostrum in front of the
ure trips Sundaj' had a Christmasavenue, Thomaston.
Optometrists of the Rockland Zone 1 Wessaweskeag Grange hall Friday footlights, read poems they have writ
like appearance, wilh Christmas trees
Church School officers and teach projecting from the rumble seats and of the Maine Optometric Extension night, proceeds to be used for the ten in a loud voice to the assembled
ers of the First Baptist Church have running boards. And of course all Pr°8ram will meet in the office of benefit of the Orange and the fur- multitude.
This group of children
fi
As far as I know this is a break for
their monthly meeting Friday night. the owners asked permission to cut Dr. Bradford Burgess, 391 Main street, j nace fund.
earned
$12.50
for
the
furnace
fund
Thursday
night
at
7.30
with
Dr.
Bur

Poets
not
duplicated
by
any
other
city
the trees.
last year and hope to make more this in the land. It is not only a break
gess, chairman, iff charge.
Luke 8. Davis, who has been con
time..
T.
E.
McNamara
is
in
charge
of
dis
for the poets but a break for the
fined to the house for several weeks
by illness, is down town again get- mantling the Farnsworth house at
Grange members elected Wednes public too, for it gives the poets a
We Feature the
day night as officers: Worthy master, chance to be heard and it gives the
Silks, Wools or LLtle
ting the glad hand from many thf^orner of Limerock and Clare
IMPERIAL
mont streets, and expects the task
Stanton Sleeper; overseer, Soott public a chance to go somewhere
Plain Colors, Argyles, Cheeks.
friends.
Milton
Weymouth,
Jr.,
of
will occupy three or four weeks. He
Plaids, Clocks
Rackliffe; steward, Earl Rackliffe; else, if it so desires.
Stripes, Checks, Plaids and
American Legion will meet Thurs Is getting out some excellent used
Alfred Enrolled In Navy lecturer, Marion Watts; chaplain,
I attended one of these meetings
neat figures, Persian De
day night at the Legion hall. Supper lumber. The slate was bought by A.
signs and plain colors. Thr
Meredith Mundie; assistant steward, and viewed and listened to the pro
For Four Years
SILK STRIPES AND
most beautiful array of
will be served at 6.30, free of charge, T. Thurston.
William Nuppula; lady assistant ceedings with mixed emotions. Had
SILK CREPE
Parked in Attractive
Neckwear we have ever
all Legionnaires and ex-service men
Milton Wedgwood Weymouth, Jr„ j steward, Norma Monroe; gatekeeper, I been sent there to criticise the out- ’
shown.
Christmas Gift Boxes
Target practice earned for Battery son of the principal of the Alfred ^^Pb Godfrey; Pomona,
being invited. Mayor-elect Edward R.
put,
from
factory
to
consumer
as
it
Elsie
“Every Tie in a Xmas Box”
Two or Three Pair for $1.10
Veazie and F. A. Winslow will be the E of Rockland and Battery F of High School, who was called to the ZTZ'
BUtlOT: were, I should have reported that
speakers, and an orchestra will fur- Thomaston the verdict of “Excellent”
Bw><i«e<<<c’c*c<<«te<«c'<x<cigicic!g«
wtetc'cireie’cicteietgtctsieiete'evie'ev
Flora, Margaret Gilchrest; treasure! there was a decided tendency to i
from the First Coast Artillery Dis U, S. Naval Training Station at Flora
nish music.
Baum;
secretary,
Ixitti? dress Beauty and Rhythm in a ,
trict. Both of the coast artillery or Newport, R. I., Nov. 23, has success- i Crowley
shroud and hold a public funeral. I
The railing which is being erected ganizations exceeded the score made fully passed his final examinations j
There were however some contribu- j
on the east side of Old County road, last year by Battery E, which was
and is now enrolled as a member of, End^^
pIease the fans the tions offered which sounded good to
abutting the quarries, is an excellent rated “Excellent” by the War De- I
SUGGESTS
SUGGESTS
me and there were also rhymes which
safety measure, and everybody won partment. The recent score made by the Twentieth Company for a period j Potato Bowl management is bring- were accomplished by main strength.
SUGGESTS
ing back Sylvester Davis for the main
ders why it was not done in former Battery E was 112, and by Battery of four years.
Mr. Weymouth graduated from Al bout Friday night. His opponent will The keynote however was too sad to
years. A sheer drop of more than 150 F 100.
win my favor. Personally I like my
FOR ANY MAN
FOR ANY MAN
fred High School in 1936 and imme be K. O. Dennis of Waterville. Allen
feet awaited anybody who had driven
Beauty gay and prefer a little raw
FOR
ANY
MAN
The appointment of David A. diately entered the United States Sukeforth of Rockland is also com- meat in my subject.
too close to the precipice.
Nichols of Atlantic Highway, Lin- Diesel Engineering School ln Port- ; ing back into the game, and will meet
To this end I went home and wrote
The guest speaker at tomorrow's colnville, ito the news staff of the land a course of study which he ' Arthur Le Brasseur of Winslow.
a poem of my own incorporating my
meeting of the Rockland Lions Club Bates Student, undergraduate week- {h°Pes to coritinue in the Navy. He j Other bouts all good.
own ideas of one kind of verse which
will be County Commissioner Adin L. ly newspaper at Bates College, was jhas studied drumming with Harold ‘
would make St. Pete’s Poet’s Corner
Hopkins of Camden, whose subject • announced in staff meeting Tuesday sbaw of Portland and is an expert
more popular with the laymen. I
will be "County Highways”. Mr. by Editor John E. Leard. Nichols drummer, having played in school or
thought it wise to write it here and
chestras
since
he
was
11
years
old.
Hopkins is one of the best speakers was one of seven appointed on the
give it to the world in Rockland,
Since going to Alfred two years ago
in this part of the State, and the basis of competition in progress since
rather than take a chance which my
Lions are assured-of an able address. September. Nichols, a graduate of j he lias taken an active part in church
fellow poets in an open forum down
Camden High School in the class of snd school activities, having been an
here where the oranges and grape
"Rockland in Earlier Days” was the 1933. is a member of the debating ^her in the Congregational church
fruit are so plentiful. It seems safer.
subject of E. L. Brown at last night's squad at Bates.
! during all of that time without missHere it is:
Kiwanis meeting. The talk was most
____________ .
! ing a single Sunday service and havI•
A suitable gift for any man.
FLORIDA
Silks and Wools, but actually y
favorably received. The dance report
A great December Special! Hair ' ing played in the high school orches- “MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY’
for
Dress
or
Driving.
Lined
Winter refuge from Northern snows.
the Wools Predominate
ft
showed $37 for under privileged chil cut, shampoo and finger wave $1.00. tra and in the Junior Legion OiTELEPHONE WALDOBORO 1(H)
or L'nlined, in Cape, Pigskin
Land where Grandpa and Grandma
I W’e believe that we have thc 5’
goes;
dren and among the guests were j Shampoo, finger wave and manicure. \ chstra.
and Mocha.
Prints, Broadcloth, Madras,
Where Beauty basks In her B V. D's .
most extensive line in town J5
Calvin Vinal of Vinal Haven, Wes $1.00. Steam oil shampoo and finger > He comes naturally by his liking for
MON.-TUES., DEC. 6-7
And fortunes grow on the grapefruit I
and Fancy Outing.
trees.
i Plain Colors. Cheeks, Plaids.
No Matinee. Evening at 8
ley Taylor of Portland and Capt. wave, $1.00. For appointment tele- the sea for his great grandfather was
A
Stripes
Page From a Diary
Fred Duncan of New York.
phone 826. Al's Hairdressing Salon, Capt. William Emery or Rockland,
LORETTA YOUNG,
Ask To See Our
Plain Colors, Silk Trimmed,
284-286 Main St., Rockland.—adv. J who doubled Cape Hom many times
Dec.
1.
Cool
this
morning.
Papaya
GENUINE
PIGSKIN
TYRONE POWER
Stripes, Parisian Designs
in oak or natural shades
Compliments continue to pour in
for .breakfast, a melon of which I am
in
and sailed the seven seas all his life.
concerning the giant wreath-organ
extremely
fond
but
little
known
in
His father, Lieut. Weymouth, member
•xwwwkwimw'Wmwmwx
“Second Honeymoon”
decoration of Burpee Furniture Co.
the States. This one I picked off
of the Naval Reserve of Rockland,
Bank Night—Double Feature "
block. Manager Stafford Congdon
the tree yesterday in a grove which
was made commander of the Naval
who designed the beautiful piece and
I have found on the outskirts of the
Militia in 1910 and in 1917 became
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 8
supervised the difficult job of its in
city. An old negro with white hair
first officer on the cargo transport,
No Matinee
SUEDE JACKETS ................. ........... $9.91 to $13.95 « MEN'S LOUNGING AND BATH ROBES $4 to $8 50
stallation, will shortly announce the
Evening Seven and Nine
helped me Jn this operation by bring
Floridian. His father and mother I
MEN’S MACKINAWS ..............-...... $7.50 to $14 59 * HANDKERCHIEFS, white and colored, or with
dates of the daily programs on the
ing a tall step ladder and after I had
were married on board the U. S. Bat MARION WELDON,
initial, singly .......................... ........... 25c, 35c, 50c
Hammond electric organ which lend
the
melon
off
the
tree
I
twisted
MEN’S SHAKER SWEATERS black and white $5.00
CHARLES STARRETT
tleship Philadelphian in Puget Sound,
BOYS' MACKINAWS .......................... $5.00 to $8.50
much distinction to Rockland's holi
weighed it, figured out the poundage
Washington.
in
MEN’S DRESS PLAID ALL WOOL SHIRTS $4.95 j MEN.g AND BOYS' SKI CAPS................. . .... $1.09
day shopping period.
at 6 cents per pound, and paid the
In February, Mr. Weymouth will re
“Dodge City Trail”
MEN’S SWEATERS, slip-on or coat $2.00 to $3.50 g BELTS AND SUSPENDERS ............ 50c to SS.00
old man 42 cents.
turn to Alfred for a furlough of 10
and
While inhabitants of this clime are
To the Pasadena Golf Club for nine
days before being assigned to his
wgMwienicwKiewwiMWMwewMWOWwewwwwMwgWfWwwwwwwwwiMwgwwwe’C'.cii
having their circle of feathered
IRENE 1IERVEY’,
holes of golf and afterward a little
ship.
iriends narrowed to snow birds and
KENT TAYLOR
practice in driving to straighten out
WATCH THURSDAY’S COURIER FOR OUR BASEMENT ADD OF INEXPENSIVE GIFTS
suchlike, the W. O. Fullers, whose ,
in
a slice which can't be straightened.
BORN
winter residence is Miami, are treat- [
Back to town bringing the young
BECKMAN—At Vinal Haven. Dec. 4.
“The Lady Fights Back”
cd to a Flamingo parade at Hialeah I
to Mr. and Mrs. John Beckman, a son,
negro boy who was my caddy with
Slgvard W
Park. The colorful creatures present
A Special Return Engagement
me so that he could make a payment
By Pc pula r Demand
a striking picture when their pink
on a suit of clothes which he had tion for me to be his guest that
MARRIED
hues blend with those of white swans
THURS.-FRI.. DEC. 9-10
bought on the installment plan, I j night at a formal dinner to be given
CALDERWOOD-OHJCHBEST-At Rock
the officers of H.M.S. Orion now
land, Dec. 4, by Rev. J. Charles Mac
end black duck, writes Mrs. Fuller.)
Matinee
2.30.
Evening
at
8
asked him how much he was prepared
Donald. Alton S. Calderwood of North
who also has a glowing word for the , OVERSTUFFED CHAIRS, S14.75
IRENE DUNN
Haven and Miss Annie A. Gilchrest of
to pay and he seemed surprised. visiting In this port. Attended in tan
Dobbs Ferry, N. H.
floral settings which are now at their I TABLE LAMPS ...... SI.50 to $4.95
CARY GRANT
' The 50 cents you Just paid me,” was I shoes and a sport coat, lacking the
BRIDGE LAMPS
S1.95 to $8.50
proper uniform, and sat beside Sur
height.
“
MR.
SMITH"
what
he said.
DIED
FLOOR LAMPS
S2.95 to S1S.50
geon (Lieut. Commander Scoville to
in
Stopped at a filling station and had
END TABLES .......... S1.29 to S5.S5 JAMESON—At Rockland. Dec. 7. Annie
Alvin L. Arnold of 146 Rankin
eat strawberry shortcake made with
Josephine, wife of Adelbert Jameson,
SMOKING STANDS S1.25 to S2.9S
the
car
greased.
An
ex-bosn's
mate
“The Awful Truth”
aged 62 years.
street learned the art of brick ma
SMOKING CABINETS
of the U. 6. Navy was in charge of j the first of Florida's strawberries this
—At Rockland. Dec. 7. Oscar
Take the word of your friends
sonry irom his father when he was .
.............. -.............. SI.95 to S12.50 ROBINSON
year. Much pleasant conversation
E Robinson, aged 67 years. 7 months.
who saw il Thanksgiving—it's not the station and something in my and hands-across-the-sea speeches.
14 days. Funeral Thursday at 3 o'clock
16 years of age. Tapping out chim- ) OCCASIONAL TABLES ........
All In First Class Condition
only the cleverist, funniest com manner of expressing myself made
from residence. 14 Railroad avenue.
.......................... $4.50 to S3759
neys has been liis favorite outdoor
BOOK CASES
$2.75 to $12.50 ACHORN—At Rocltiand. Dec. 7. Willis edy of the year—but no faster mov him say "Navy, sir?” I confessed he Met several Service friends.
Raymond Achorn. aged 62 years. 2
sport in the 65 years which have en
Home at 10 p. m. and noted a pic
ing. smarter, rollicking farce has was right. He told me that he and
GOV. WINTHROP DESKS ....
months. 13 days. Funeral Thursday at
ever graced the screen in the his
sued, for, believe it or not, Mr .Rip
............................. S19.75 to S50.00
ture of Miss Neta Cummings of Rock
Apply On Premises
2 o'clock from 17 Suffolk street.
his brother had been running the statory of motion pictures.
VARIETY OF MAPLE
ley, Al. Arnold is 81 years old. and
MfLLS—At North Haven, Dec. 5. Lewis
land, Me. in the local paper. Miss ,
FURNITURE
A. Mills, aged 66 years Funeral Wed
Bring your Mother-in-Law. your I tion for a number of years and that ii Cummings was pictured as attending j
within three weeks has topped out
nesday at 2 o'clock from Pulpit Harbor
25% OFF ON ALL EXPENSIVE
Friends,
your Family, your Ene the biggest month he ever had he ja
i ball that night on the Municipal
Church. Burial In Fuller cemetery.
a chimney in liis old-time form.
BEDROOM SETS
mies, and be prepared to laugh sold 37,000 gallons of gas at a profit
MCLENNAN—At Rockland. Dec. 5, AlYoung blades who behold him today
3-PC. PARLOR SETS $58. and up
yourself to tears—to go out with a 1 of 4 cents per gallon. One cent per j pier in honor of the Chief Petty offi- ■
teua Ellen, widow of William McLen
nan. aged 57 years. 3 months. 29 days.
warm happy feeling of friendli
Corner Limerock and Claremont Sts.,
Rockland
little know that 50 years ago he had
LINE OF TOYS OF ALL KINDS
cers and enlisted men of the Orion.
Funeral today a‘t 2 30 o'clock from
ness toward the whole world—in gallon of gas sold by him went to I The ball was sponsored by the local
thc reputation or being physically
We will pay cash or take in trade
residence. Burial ln Sea View ceme
a day of worry and frustration you i pay the rent of the station.
tery.
any of your old furniture whieh is
! Chamber of Commerce and a bevy of
one of the smartest men in the city.
awe it to yourself to let Irene,
HIBBERT—At Washington. Dec. 4. Al
Back home for lunch and was gentsaleable.
Cary, and "Mr. Smith” make you : ly “bawled out” for being late. Down St. Petersburg's most beautiful young
ton M. Hibbert, aged 53 years. 11
months 17 days. Interment ln Marr
V. F. STUDLEY
laugh your cares away!
Rummage Sale at Methodist vestry
cemetery, Washington.
I town in the afternoon for a call on ladies were to attend. Miss Cum
283 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND MANK—At Warren. Dec 4. Gilbert F
9 a. m. Wednesday.—adv.
it
' Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Collett of Brewer mings was tho best looking one in the
LN THE
TEL 1154
Mank. aged 89 years. 2 days. Funeral
lot.
M. H. Are
145-146&148
Tuesday at 1 o’clock from residence
! and Bayside, Me., at their apartment
Supper at St. Peter’s "Undercroft”
of Burleigh Mank
Interment ln
on Third Avenue South. Pound them
Comery cemetery ln Waldoboro.
Saturday, 5 to 7, Beans, brown bread,
It takes about 10'4 quarts of milk (
J out. Strolled through the St. Peters
cold meats, cabbage salad, pickles,
CARD OF THANKS
to make a pound of butter, and 4'i
burg
Ehuff
leboard
grounds
and
A Free Trip Each Week
I wish through this paper to thank all 1
rolls, cake, doughnuts 30c.—adv.
quarts to make a pound of cheese.
my friends who so kindly remembered
i watched lawn bowling for a few moUntil May
me with letters and cards during my stay
< ments. Home and found the Colletts
In the hospitals: especially on my birth- ‘
A display of' woodworking, the
day; also the Vinal Haven branch of the
To
Nassau
and Havana
] on my front porch awaiting my ar
American Legion for the nice box I re
handwork of Benjamin Burbank of
rival. Bridge on the porch for awhile
ceived from them. These kindnesses
Also Nine Other Prizes
Brunswick, has been shown at H. H.
were kindly appreciated.
Without Laxat«Tcs — and You II Eat
and Mr. and Mrs. Philip Howard of
Walter M. Joyce.
Crie Hardware Co., and is now an
Everything (rom Soup to Nuts
ENTER TODAY
North Haven, Me
Rockland arrived for a call. Much
Tht itomach should digest two pounds of food
entry in the Hobby Show. Mr. Bur
AMBULANCE SERVICE conversation ensued and was in
MORTICIANS
daily. When you eat heavy, greasy, coarse or
Buy a Quarter Box of Durands. Write
rich foods or when you are nervous, hunted or
bank fashioned the work with a
CARD OF THANKS
your opinion of it and win a free trip.
(hew poorly—your stomach pours out too mucn
formed that Mr. and Mrs. Howard
fluid Your food doesn't digest and you have
We wish to express our heartfelt
Delta circular saw.—adv.
•
Ambulance Service
gas. heartburn, nausea, pain or aour atomarh.
ASK AT ONCE.
thanks for the many courtesies and
i had taken an apartment at 224%
You feel sour, slrk and upset all over.
kindnesses accorded us during the long
Doctors say never take a laxative for itomaeh
Ninth avenue, North East, for the
Illness and death of our loved one. the
pain. It Is dangerous and foolish. It takes thoaa
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
E. K. Gould has removed his law
lllUa black tablrts called Bell-ans for Indigestion
late Alden F Pettee Especially we want
TEL. 662
winter.
to make tha ex reaa stomaeb fluids harmleii, re
office from 375 Main street to 400
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAN’Dl to thank the telephone company em 9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
lieve distress In 5 minutes and put you baek aa
your feet. Relief Is ao quick It la amatlng and
ployees, neighbors, friends and those who
Came
Major
Cygon
of
the
United
484 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 681-M
ona X5e package proves It. Ask fer Rell-ana far
Main street (over Woolworth’s).
119-til contributed cars.
98tf
ladlteattaa Sold everywhere, (cj Ball A Oe. IMT.
States Army with an urgent invitaThe Family.
131-tf

Heibert" at High School auditorium.
Dec. 10-Methebesec Club meets at
Community Building.
I)e»' 10—Waldoboro—High School
speaking contest ln auditorium.
Dec 10—Warren—Fair and minstrel
show, auspices Mystic Rebekah Lodge.
Dec. 10—South Thomaston—Playlet, “A
Glimpse of Fairyland” at Wessaweskeag
Grange hall.
Dec 10—Rockport—Senior class play
"The Last of the Ruthvens" at Town
hall.
Dec. 12—Annual donation food show of
Winslow-Holbrook Post. A.L., at Strand
Theatre.
Dec. 15—Rockport—Baptist Ladles' Cir
cle Christmas Fair.
Dec 15—Music Festival of Rockland
Schools at Community Building.
Dec 18—Warren—High School Interclass play contest at Town hall.
Dec. 10—Tenant's Harbor—Senior Class
play, ' When A Man Tarries." at Odd
Fellows hall
Dec 17—Camden—High School tenlor
play at Opera House.
Dec. 18—City schools close for holiday
recess.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
Dec 25—Christmas dance at Commu
nity Building.
Dec 31—New Year's Eve—Milk Fund
Ball at Community Building, auspices
Rockland PT.A.

*

C. H. MOOR & CO., Rockland Maine

Suggests

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

s

FOR MEN AND BOYS

S

The Store For Men Where Women Like To Shop

"BURPEE & LAMB* 'BURPEE & LAMB

In Dad’s Footsteps

A XMAS GIFT

A XMAS GIFT

SHIRTS

TEMPLE TIES
05c, $1.00, $1.50

BURPEE & LAMB;

A XMAS GIFT I

“Moorhead Hose

$1.50 to $2.00

40c to $1.00

$2.50 and $3.00

i
(BURPEE & LAMB!

A XMAS GIFT

■

«

BURPEE & LAMB

BURPEE & LAMB :

A XMAS GIH

A XMAS GIFT

WALDO THEATRE

rF*1

WV

PAJAMAS

MUFFLERS

GLOVES

$1.50 to $2.50

$1.50 to $4.50

S

HOLIDAY
GIFT SUGGESTIONS

85c to $2.50

OTHER GIFT SUGGESTIONS j OTHER GIFT SUGGESTIONS

USED LUMBER FOR SALE

BOARDS, STUDDING, CLAPBOARDS
AND OTHER MATERIAL

T. E. McNAMARA

WIN A FREE CRUISE FOR 25 CENTS
DURAND SERIES

HELP STOMACH
DIGEST FOOD

BURPEE’S

Russell Funeral Home

CHISHOLM’S SPA

5

—•

—«

tff

Bessie Kuhn. Mrs. Ida Stahl. .Mrs
tff CAMDEN iff
Belle Labe and Mrs. Rose Westoj}
Mrs. C. B. Stahl and Mrs. William Mrs. Flint Itad high score. The next
Mrs. Minerva Piper of Rockport is
Labe were Rockland visitors Friday. mceting will be held with Mrs. Nellie at Community Hospital with a broken
The Junior High School students Boggs.
hip and shoulder, the result of a fall
held a social in the auditorium Fri
Mrs. Albert Benedict went to Port down stairs. She was visiting her
day evening,
land Saturday. Monday Mrs. Bene daughter Mrs. A Burton Stevenson,
S. H. Weston has been at his dict lectured on winter flower ar Jr., and Mr. Stevenson on Park
cottage in Bremen the past week.
rangements in the Hotel Eastland street when the accident occurred.
Norman Marriner. a student at the ’
Mrs. Carroll Cooney left Monday ballroom.
for Florida where she wdl spend the
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay was in University of Maine spent the week
end with his parents, Mr and Mrs.
winter.
Portland Monday.
Earl Marriner.
I. P. Bailey of Weld has been a
Mrs. Charles Stenger and Mrs Al
Robert Trask was home from Gor- j
visitor in town Mrs. Bailey returned lred Storer were Portland visitors
ham Normal School over the week- I
to Weld with him and will visit there
Monday
end.
for several weeks.
Tire local Girl Scout Troop will
At the latest meeting of Joel ,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Mack have been
recent Portland and Augusta visitors. hold a Christmas sale oi candy and Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies of the
They were accompanied to Portland gifts in the David store Saturday aft G.A.R., the offlce of president was
ernoon.
vested in Roxie Whitehouse; senior
by Mrs. Ralph Pollard and to Au
Mrs. James Lockery of Bath was vice president. Esther Simmons; Jugusta by Miss Celia Feyler.
Thursday evening Thomaston High the guest of Miss Marcia Blaney Sat- nior vice president. Ada Payson;
treasurer, Mabel Whyte; chaplain,
will play the local girls' and boys' urday.
Miss Frances Achorn left Monday Addl<? Harville; patriotic instructor,
basket-ball teams.
Mrs. Warren Colwell has been a for California where the will spend Florence Dailey; conductor. Florence i
the winter.
Fairbrother; guard, Winnie Thomas; 1
recent Portland visitor.
Mrs. Mary Wade and Mrs. Kate re*,strar' Mae Young. At the next
James Young of Portland is spend
17 there wU1 be a
ing the weekend at the home of Mr. Flint were Portland visitors Monday session
and Mrs. Lawrence Weston.
Miss Hclen Oint has been visit- j Christmas tree. The installation will
Telephones have recently been in lng her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Her be held Jan. 7.
baked bean supper will be served for
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Thompson mo
stalled
in the residences of Frank bert Oldis over the weekend.
the benefit of the library.
Rehearsals have begun for the M. Wotton. Harry Creamer. C. H.
The pupils of the first and second tored Sunday to Portland.
For the fifth consecutive year the
Christmas concert, to be held Dec. Blaisdell, B. G. Miller and T. H. grades are happy because of the gift
Fernald.
23 in the church.
of a piano made to them by the Camden-Rockport Lions Club is
staging a benefit Food Show Sunday
Mrs. Carrie Perry has been added Hemingway children
at the Comique Theatre for the needy
to
the
faculty
of
the
High
School.
A
meeting
of
the
Community
*ff EAST FRIENDSHIP «ff
8nd
deserving residents. Admission1
Miss Marcia Blaney entertained Garden Club will b? held Thursday
A social will be held in the home
will be food, vegetables, canned'
ithe
Bridge
Club
Thursday
evening
the
even.ng. The Meadowlark Girl Scout
of Mrs. Ilmi Hill iPinntown) Thurs
stuff or money. The theatre manage
day at 7 o'clock. Everyone is wel j guests being Mrs. Nellie Boggs. Mrs. Troop will present the program.
ment has offered its entire facilities
•
Kate
Flint,
Mrs.
Rena
Crowell.
Mrs.
Mrs. Elsie Mank and Miss Beulah
come.
for the day free of charge. The feat- '
spent Saturday in Rockland.
ure pictures will be “College Holi
Mr. and Mrs. Kesley Lash and Cecil
day,” and "Bom to Dance." The
Barter visited Sunday in Portland
Lions are co-operating with the Re
Sunday guests of Miss Grace Sim
lief Association and all food ls turned
mons were Mrs B. C. Reed and sons
cver to this organization for distri
Robert and Stanley, Miss Gertrude
bution. One show in the afternoon [
Jennison and Jack McCallum of
and two at night.
Portland.
A dance will be held Saturday at
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith and
lhe Legion hall. Clyde Marriner was
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Horace
Vose
of
Thom

That won the prize
the recipient of a cash award there
aston were guests Sunday of Mrs
last Saturday.
That brouqht the qleam
Jennie Benner.
The George S. Cobb Auxiliary will I
Miss Betty Stanl who lias been
to hubbtjs eqes.
hold its flrst meeting Friday night
visiting m Winchester, Mass, re
In the new quarters in the Megunti
turned home Monday.
cook Grange hall. It will also be in
Maynard Genthner is on a busi
stallation night and an invitation has
ness trip to Boston.
That baked the cake
been extended to Anderson Camp and
Mrs. Algcnis Sprague suffe-ed a
Auxiliary of Rockland. A public sup
paralytic shock Saturday morning
That won the prize
per will be served at 6 o'clock.
She is resting comfortably at ihe
That brouqht the qleam
Mrs. Clarence Taylor entertained
present time.
the Lend-A-Hand Club last night.
to hubbqs eqes.
High School Notes
>
Cant<)n Molineaux Patriarchs MilThe WGS Club of WaldobcJ"
IOOF.. and the Auxiliary met
High School will sell boutonnl?res of last night when the tenth anniver
red berries and pine Saturday jo sary of the order was observed.
That helped the wife
Freeman-Herrick Auxiliary par
raise money for the girls' basketball
took of supper last night as prelude
suits.
They
solicit
your
patronage
That
baked
the
cake
POUND
to its meeting.
The Freshman Class is leading
CAN
St. Thomas Guild will hold a handThat won the prize
the Merit Shield Contest. They hi7»e 'leraft sale Wednesday afternoon at
275 points.
That brouqht the qleam
The Junior class has seated Is 1 the parish house

*ff WALDOBORO

iali Winter Quality
iff OWL’S HEAD *ff
Mr and Mrs. Chester Philbrook are
in Boston, where Mr. Philbrook has
employment for the winter.
Mrs. Anna Donohue and father
Capt. Tolman are residing in Rock
land for the winter.
A church fair will be held Wednes
day afternoon at the library, with a
Bale of aprons and fancy work. A

\
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ii the Cake

il//,

A

Tw Li the wijfi

Tliid Litkeptodurt
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to hubbqs eqes.

GENERAL KNOX
GKNLRAL
KNOX

LB
BAG

NATION-WIDE

87c

VANILLA

2 OZ
BOT

PURE

19.

HERSHEY':

CHOCOLATE

THREE CROW

Cream Tartar

MALTEX

CONFECTIONERY SUGAR

37c

IT S GOOD FOR YOU
AND TASTY TOO

PKG

3LB
CAN

61c

25<
|/<

CAN

ONE PKG
OF EACH

CITRON and MIXED FRUIT

COUPON ON JAR ENTITLES YOU TO ONE
LARGE CAN SEALECT MILK FREE

.

17c

tall An.

.

dromedary

FANCY SHRIMP

2^

21 c

SPRY

PETER PAN SALMON .

BOSCO

2 CAKES 2 5 <

DOMINO

AND

Bakins Soda

ONE POUND
OF EACH

2

■

19c
ALL FOR

■

.

TUNA FISH FLAKES

23<

CAN

17c

CAN

19<

CAN

19c

PKG

10c

GORTON AND PEW
FRESH HADDOCK AND COD WITH
CREAM AND BUTTER ADDED

CAMEL PITTED DATES

■

■

DOLE'S

PINEAPPLE JUICE

NO 1
CAN

.

NO 2
CAN

12<

GOLDEN BANTAM CORN

2

Sa°ns 25c

SANTA CRUZ—FANCY

BARTLETT PEARS

nc°a??23c

.

ii

li

17

Ib

20

'9
1

21

16

SECOND-HAND
pipeless
furnace
THROP. Union.
wanted W S LOTHH
146*148

r 25

POSITION as nurse wanted; go any
where
Best of references GEORGE
GARDNER Washington. Me
146-148

ib

27

28

29

i ir

31

r

b

34

38

37

3b

35

MO

39

ROUGH pulp wood wanted; also wlll
1 buy soft wood lots. ARTHUR LAURILLA.
R 3 Wiisdoboro________________ 144*146
MIDDLE-AGED alert woman wanted
for general housework In small family.
No washing No cooking Good with tel1 ephone, $5 week.
MRS JOSEPH I.
SMITH. Bath, Me_______ ____ 144*147

RELIABLE, working couple with one
year old child wish room with private
family where child may receive board
and care; near business section pre1 ferred. Write "A" care of The Courler! Gazette._________________________ 144*146

43

Mi

Ml

AMERICAN woman, age 45. In good
health wishes housework with small
family. Country preferred MRS MARY
SKOVAH. Liberty! Maine. RFD 1,
i are (1 Leigher
____________ 146rit

11

Im

23

|q

MS’

MM

Img

WOMAN with school girl wishes po
sition In small family or wtdower'a home.
MRS SARGENT. 19 Purchase 8:.
146*148

M7

HORIZONTAL
1-Debark
6-Ajar
8- A letter
9- Sick
11- Coarse outer coat
of grain
12- Final
15-0ne of a aeries of
steps
17-Pope's triple crown
19-lndulges in selfconceit
21-Tentacle
22- Rest
23- Very fast
25- Allow
26- lndite
27- A wager
30-lgnited
32-Portuguese coin

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
11-To harass
35-Rented
13- Having height
37-Reiterate
14- Sour
39- Girl's name
40- Piece of thin rock 16-Prefix. Thrice
18-Wild (Scot)
41- Finishes
20- Savory
43- A fruit
21- Sheerer
44- Look
24-By
45- Part of a circle
27- Panted
45-Saucy
28- A fish
47-Walk gravely
29- Story
VERTICAL
30- Part of an auto
31- Forsake
2- Bitter
32- Erect
3- Closer
33- Consume
4- Lair
34- Entry in an account
5- Grease
6- Coated with a thin 36-Meaning
38-Set
layer of metal
42- Series
7-Girl’s name
43- A dance
10-A serpent (pl.)

(Solution to previous puzzle)

iff PORT CLYDE Iff
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Bryer of
Boothbay and Maynard Thompson
were guests at the new Ocean House
for Thanksgiving dinner.
The Baptist Circle is preparing for
a Christmas sale to be held Wednes
day at the Community room at the
library.
Mr. and Mrs. William Heal and
son Lionel visited relatives in Cam
den recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Webber of
Scituate, Mass., recently visited Mr
and Mrs. Fred Seavey at the new
Ocean House. Mr. Seavey and William Heal recently returned from a
huntln* trip with an eight-point buck
and a sPike horn- Ous Anderson

AjS EiA|

SU AjYj J
eTcLIIa';
rlrME'l1
sIIpWe’
C E'A.S LgO.5 S
a Rjncjs ncB
R'SI
IRC I 111?
poctBanT £

FOR SALE
BICYCLE for sale, reasonable. In; quire 28 WATER ST , City
145*147
FITTED hard wood for sale. Junks $10.
1GFMAN BROS . Rockville. Tel 257-3
_____ 146*148
„I ft. x 9 ft. 81n . motor boat for sale.
28-30 Redwing motor fitted for ncallopIng. $300 L. 8 MILLER. Pemaquld. Me
146*148
' HOME BUILT tractors for sale; both
dual and single wheel. Cash or trade for
, stock A A TOWLE. Appleton
'_________________________ iumu
CONGO cook book for sale at Hobby
Show. Senter Crane's. Sheldon Drug
Store, 50c. flne Xmas gift
145-146
CANARY BIRDS for sale; nice singers
at a reasonable price
MRS A C.
SMITH. 147 No. Main St.. Rockland
146*1|B
CHOW PUPPIES for sale $8 each
111 PLEASANT ST. Tel. 588-M

I__________________________ us-147

e!n t

T A'NN LRBan I pAiTBS
s'l at t cuBs p'iu 'ers

j
|

SECOND-HAND electric tram
set
wanted
TEL. 645-W
144*146
OLD DOLLS wanted, any over 40 years
old also old glass goblets, will pay $2
each for Lion pattern. 3 frosted lion
faces on ba-e. old clocks, mirrors. Cur
rier Ives pictures, old gold key wind or
i hunting case watches: will pay $5 to
$35 for watches ln gold Write what
you have to Collector. Box 635. Rockland
__________ ____________________ 143-148
POULTRY wanted, top prices paid I.
I POU8T. 91 No Main St.. Tel 41-J. 146*157

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements ln this column not to
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cent*. Addi
tional lines flve cents each for one time
10 cents for three times. Six small word*
to a line

25 SECOND HAND parlor stoves from
$5 to $20; 1 new 20-ln Sunbeam one-pipe
furnace. $98: 1 adding machine. $35; 1
cash register. $20. 1 power oil burner.
Nu-way with 275 gal tank. $35; 4 second
band Walnut circulating beaters; roll
top desk, good condition. $18 Largest
line of used goods we ever had V F.
STUDLEY. 283 Main St . Tel 1154
_________________________________ 14^tf
20 ACRES of field and pasture
for
sale ln Nobleboro on Jefferson Road.
FRANK GILES. Brunswick House. Cltv.
145*146
AUTOMOBILE for sale. Sedan ln fine
condition
Tires almost new Must be
sold at once Wonderful trade
Price
$200
MRS EVELYN McKUSIC. Tel

also returned home with a doe.
Ralph Averill, Mr. and Mrs Walter
class ring from L. G. Balfour Go •?
Simmons. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Seavey
470.
143-tf
NOTICE TO MARINERS
The Junior High girls' basketball
and Mrs. Fred Hooper attended thc
1934 FORD COUPE for sale; rumble
team played a game Saturday at Wal- [ Portland Harfc77pprOach-Port , funeral services for Mrs. Clara F.
seat, excellent condition mileage 11.000.
FLORA KELLEY JAMIESON. 13 State
doboro High gymnasium with the land Ughu,hlp
temporarily re- Clark in Thomaston.
St. Tel 998-W
144*146
Longfellow School of Damariscotta placed by a relief lightship about
DRY fitted hard wood for sale $10 cord;
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lowell enterMALE Bluetlck Hound lost ln vicinity J $135 ft Hard coal $15 Pocahontas soft
Ml'te.
Dec. 20. The sound signal will be a I1 ained at holiday dinner their chil- of Hope, tan ears and head, scar on right $9 Coke $11. J B PAULSEN. Thomas‘". Morse's ton. Tel 62
144-tf
Drs. Lenfest and Randolph ex- two-tone dlaphone.
dren Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lowell and front ’ leg, frank cochran
146*148
JOHN DEERE Gas Engine. 3 H. P.
amined thp basketball squads last ,
*
—
*-*
-----comer.
Thomaston
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mel.
-_
.
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of J. B PAUL.SEN, Thomaston. Tel 62
week.
quist and son of Tenant s Harbor and deposit book numbered 34634 and the .144-146
The girls triio won letters in bas
Mice Fvn T nwell nf PnrtionH
owmer of said book asks for duplicate ln
TWO-DOOR 1935 Ford V-8 for sale,
MLSS Eta LOU ell of Portland.
, lccordance with the provision of the good rubber, good condition, low mileage.
ketball or other activities formed a
Fred Waldo recently went to New state Law rockland savings bank. Low price lf sold at once WILBUR
ESANCY, Union Tel 10-6
144-146
Vnrb1 ♦/-« vrieiF voinii.-ne
• EDWARD «J. HELLIER. Treas.
club called W.G.S.C. They are
York to visit relatives.
| Rockiaa<i Dec 7 1937
146*T-152
SEWING THREAD—Ideal for Home
working to get new suits for the bas
SPIRITUAL READING AND ADVICE.
The Grammar School repeated the j female HOUND lost, black, white Use Twenty tubes of assorted colors.
ketball team.
Personal and business matters Ques Thanksgiving play Friday at the [ y?<' J-an M found please notify L A Thirty cents prepaid
NELSON Ac
tions answered 25c and stamp G A
CHAPMAN. 88 New County Road City. MARKHAM. Dept. C. East Hampton.
New students in the High School jones Dixmont. Me
146*148 Grange hall in Martinsville
Conn
________________________
144^148
14<*146
are Priscilla Winchenbach, Freshman
HOMEWORKERS •Crbcheters experl- I
E FLAT alto Saxaphone for sale TEL
Mr.s. Lucy Marshall is visiting her
enced on Sacques. Bootees. Sets. Only
101-M.____________________________ 135-tf
and Raymond Hills. Grade 7
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
.....
..............
.worked
_____ ...for____________
those
having
manufacturers daughter Mrs. Ethel White in Holden, j
STOVES for sale, enamel, electric.
WHEREAS.
Alvah
P.
Mears
of
Owl's
Rooms 8 and 9 have been com- considered Highest prices. All postage \jaa_s Mr5 Chester Marshall Is truest
WH
for wood or coal; also coffee
ned.„f«, studv h,„
. ..
P»‘d Steady
.Submit
sample
M,rsnaU 18 gUe8t Head.
ln the
County ut
of (Suus
Knox onu
and amvc
State Franklin
Oteaay , work
wuir.
ou'aiu,
-amp.v “ „'
ntau lu
mr VUUIH)
nprrnlstnr r^.t.urnnt .1..- ft* r-SXjt
bined into a study hall under the su paia
stitches you like to work CUPID KNIT- of Rockland friends enroute to Mas- of Maine by hls mortgage deed dated , &\Srs*r
r.iT'.f».V a u ™
CO. INC. 131 West 35th St
c.-v.,,-,..,
March 30th. A. D.. 1934 and recorded In
ar- Tel
c*» »rwr 5 P m.
pel vision of Mrs. Carrie Perry. Tlie WEAR
146*148
j the Vrtov
trie trv of Hoods
IOt-UI
Knox SVuintv
County Oo
Registry
Deeds InIn 1
New V/xrlr
York Z^i»x*
City.
chance to study without disturbance
MALE. INSTRUCTION. Would like to | Miss Lucy Freeman of Camden Book 241 at Page 5 conveyed to the
from classes ls possible. A dictionary ^ar frdm' mech.mcally Mixed men spent thp weFken<1 „ith Mr an(, Mrs rHo^o6rat^ne"iy ^ush’Tunde?' the *
is placed on the desks for the stu- Sti
hr1StheOm^' bv TrMnlng’fpaJe''time Walter Simmons
............................ , ,
°f
United States of America ♦
better themselves by training spare time Walter Simmons.
...
1
.................................................................
dents to use. Many other reference Ve\,^XX.^,m^retc^.-S! The Willing Workers Society will! g
books are placed in the bookcase for
;°’d “ Christmas sale Dec 16 Mrs. £^££^2^'
*"
*
the students' use.
men with lair education should reply John Holman was hostess to the club
i.S
lne B ° , scr.abJe HILDA 8. KEYES, rnn.aston.

MISCELLANEOUS

To Win You Must
Have Energy

I

UTILITIES INST, care The CourierTlirsdflV
Oazette
146’lt , lasl 1 u®508! •
PK» KILLED, good work, prompt serv- j
Mr. and
ana Mrs.

Ice MASON JOHNSON. Tel 136
145-14.
' PERSONAL: Quit Any Tobacco Habit
I easily. Inexpensively, without drugs.
Send address. B. S. STOKES, Mohawk,

__

1'b

OYSTER
CRACKERS

CUPBOARD COOKIES...
TASTY, HIGH QUALITY, MOL ASStS COOH/eS

S

|!□.■>/
k2Cc

COFFEE

.

.

1 Lb Can

27C

FRIEND'S

BEANS

All Kinde

2

Can.

31C

2

Lbs

25c

STERLING

FIG BARS

Howard
Howara

|

bounded and described as follows.
H5.147
A certain lot or parcel of land with ------------------------------------------------------------

Simmons
situated ln said let^^Oro"* st^^W^HVlW
Simmons ! thp buildings thereon Znd
have returned from a trip to Massa- follows, to wit : Beginning at the south- Y1 FURNISHED aparment to let. all modfern, hot water
«
chusetts
west corner of the land of W C. Holman11 Jem.
heat, rent low. FLOYD
on the north side of Ocean Avenue. iBHAW. 47 No. Main Street., Tel. 422-R
Mrs. Sarah Seavey passed Thurs-I thence by said Avenue south seventy143-tf
J .
,
four (74) degrees eight (8) minutes west j
day with Mrs. Nelson Gardner in seVenty-one (71) feet to the east side ‘ ^?E_r?onl_to let- 14 wrek
Martinsville
of the road leading from Rockland to ■
reL
8outh Thomaston; thence by said road I FURNISHED heated apt. to 'et at 25
Mrs. Jennie Hupper has returned north five 15) degrees twenty-eight (28) North Main St ELMER C. DAVIS. 375

Weakness and mental dullness can be , Florida
____________________
caused by constipation. Just aa it also
SKATE sharpening promptly done
can produce headaches, sleeplessness. CRIE hardware CO. 408 Main st
loss of appetite, mental depression.
'
143"“
minutes west one hundred twenty (1201 j Main St , Tel. 77
Vonheoan
126*128-tf
e toucan see how vital is proper elim j USED pianos, uprights, tor sale, or tc , f
feet; wratr
thence suum
south vignij-vwv
elghty-two ,os,
(821 ucde- i pnnsriwHFT) •mnm.nt tn_iir MKS
let
for
the
season.
Phone
us,
Rockland
i ieev;
ination. So, if more than one day g:>es 980, STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
Wilson Carter is a patient at the «rees sixteen (16) minutes east seventyapartment to let.
142-tf
by without it, assist Nature. Use I)r.
J
eight (78) feet: thence south one (II
U»lon Bi________________ 144*146............ „ .
degree twenty-four (24) minutes east
FOUR-ROOM unfurnished, all modern
Edwards' Olive Tablets. This laxative
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
batches, Marine Hospital in Portland
ninety
190)
feet
to
the
flrst
mentioned
apartment
to
let.
with
garage
38
Beech
is mild, gentle, and thoroughly effeo- clocks, antiques all kinds. Call and de
Rev. John Holman conducted serv bound
1 St. Rent reasonable. L. A THURSTON.
tive. It also stimulates the liver's se liver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ames ices last week on Monhegan.
Reserving such land as may be within I Telcretion ot bile without the discomfort bury St. Rockland. Tel 958-J. 144-tf
the limits of Ocean Avenue above named 1 UPSTAIRS APT., to let. four newly
of drastic or irritating drugs
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Ksck
Same being part of the Samuel Pills- j decorated rooms, bath, heater. 12 KNOX
Mrs. Clara F. Clark
Millions take Dr. Edwards’ Olive land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall uittr*
bury Estate as awarded to Frances E , ST.. Tel. 156-W
133-tf
solicited.
H.
C.
RHODES,
Tel.
519-J
described In the partition. Book
-----j---- —— ----- - ------------- Tablets for this rare combination of
The death of Mrs. Clara F. Clark, Hurley,
97 Page 515
FIVE-ROOM
furnished
house
at
144-tf
jjentleness and effectiveness. Use them
_ B .
'
,,__ ,
,
Spruce Head, to let. very teasonable; flrePAPER PRESS, for sale, for baling old 81. occurred at the Boston City HosSL
.d7f.r
tor the cutting TEL 793-W after
in safeguarding your own welfare. 15A
paper, etc. Capacity 150 lb. bales. Apply pital Nov. 27 after a long illness. deeded to said Alvah P. Mears by hls 4 p m
136-tf
30c and 60c at all druggists.
brother, Dudley G. Mears, a single per
a' ths_OKTTfE
------------- E
Mrs. Clark was a former resident of son.
HOUSE to let. with all Improvements,
by hls quit-claim deed dated Decorner Llmerock St. and Broadway.
!this place and the widow of Wallace |
rS°e?5edBiSkKm $25
month
V F. STUDLEY. 283 Main
Clark, who was lost at sea in 1901. Page 417 and being the same premises St. or 77 Park St.. Tel. 1154 or 330
144-tf
Inherited by said Alvah P Mears and
Deceased was the daughter of Harry hls brother, Dudley G. Mears as the FIVE-ROOM rent to let on Trinity St.
only
heirs
at
law
of
Jennie
L,
Mears
who
and Hannah Marshall and was the
An excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner
died Intestate March 3. 1931. and sold Main & Park Sts.
144-tf
last of a family of nine children.
to the said Jennie L. Mears by Michael
UNFURNISHED 4-room heated apart
L
Johnson
by
hls
warranty
deed
dated
She leaves one son Roland of Cali- October 9. 1929. and recorded ln Knox ment to let at 15 Summer St. MRS
144-tf
fornia; a daughter Mrs. Ethel God- ' county Registry of Deeds Book 222 Page FROST Tel. 318-W
r™..
,
™
,
..
,
' 371, and to the said Michael L. Johnson
irey of Charleston. Mass.; twtf by the Rockland Realty Corporation
I granddaughters and two grandsons.: ?L,its ?arranP\ d,*’ed ??tod„,KJarcli,
°
! 1922 and recorded In said Registry. Book
Mr.s. Clark was a woman of pleas- , 193. Page 530. to which deeds reference
D. & H. Anthracite is unusually
ing personality and had many friends umin^. mme 'deflnhe PdMc°r’puon°of
draft-obedient . . . and possesses
here.
the premises and tracing title to the

the reserve heating power neces

LA TOURAINE

Sunshine DOT

OYiTtRS

7

9

li 1

15

b

5

18

.

___ PS

4

GET READY FOR
WINTER WEATHER

SPLENDID—FANCY

CMOWOEgS

3

TO LET

WHITE MEAT

FISH ROYL

1

EARN extra money addressing, mall1 Ing our gift catalog for us. Everything
supplied, including stamps. No selling
Write Immediately. GLOBE. 890 Sixth
Ave_New York___________ _____ 143Ut
ANOORA cat and kittens wanted at
once
DELIA YORK, Tel 588-M
140-148

LOST AND FOUND

FLOUR
24’2

WANTED

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

sary to master the coldest days of
winter.

Easy-to-regulate . . . all

pure coal. . . you need less D. & H.
Anthracite for more

real heat.

CALL
487

Order your supply today.

NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
519 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

ROCKLAND DISTRICT

THE SOid FUEL FOR SOid COMFORT

'same.

,

The funeral services were held
whereas the parties to salt/ mortgage
Tuesday in the R. D. Davis parlors in b>' an agreement between them dated
, _ „
„ „
November 23rd. A D . 1934 and recorded
Ihomaston. Rev. H. S. Kilborn offl- In said Registry ln Book 239 at Page 525
dated
assisted bv
Rev Sidney
Parle- corrected and amended the terms and
u assiswa
oy nev.
oianey rack conditions of said mortgage to set forth
ard of Boothbay. Mrs. Betty Ryan, a 1 thelr true Intent, an
granddaughter sang “Shall We Meet; mortgage,
m^EE?EAL,h'he
,sa.‘?
,
both as originally set forth
Beyond the River.’’ The bearers were J therein, and as corrected and amended
aforesaid, have been broken and now
j Ralph Averill, Fred Seavey and Ralph ; as
remain broken,
Kempton. Interment waa In the
NOW THEREFORE by reason of the
breach of the conditions thereof, the
Clark Hill cemetery.
said Home Owners' Loan Corporation by |
Elisha W Pike, its Attorney, thereunto '
Prescriptions our specialty. All duly authorized claims a foreclosure of
mortgage and gives this notice for
orders phoned (Rockland 437) or said
that purpose.
given to mall man, delivered same
Dated this fourth day of December,
A D.. 1937 at Rockland. Maine
day if possible. Prices reasonable, HOME
OWNERS' LOAN CORPORATION, |
free delivery. C. H. Moor <te Co.
By ELISHA W PIKE, l
Its Attorney I
Rockland ,adv.
»
146-T-152

fJTo Us Printing ii more than
just putting words into typa.
It II thi criation of • work of art,
bi it ■ limpli littla mnouncimint
or an ilaborati booklit. Hand
wl tiki all tha pride of an artiet
in hia craft, in aach job; and that
ia tha aacrat of tha auperlatlve
quality of Tha Courier-Qazatta
Printing.

The Courier-Gazette

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 7, 1937

Realm
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COAXING THE SALMON BACK

Music
♦y Gladyi Si. Clair Heiilad

There is so much to tell you this ■ heard in hls favorite D Minor Rubinweek that I wish I had the entire stfln Concerto—played ln memory of
page, but I suppose I shall have to Anton Rubinstein. Hofmann’s great... „
,
est teacher, his own "Chromaticon”
content myself with two columns or fOr pjano and orchestra, and a group
less:
of Chopin pieces, which a shouting
First, I do wish to speak of the audience forced him almost to double,
splendid work Mrs. Oertrude Saville “As an organizer he was representParker did at the recent Rubinstein ed by the orchestra which supported i
Club guest meeting, when she sub- him. This was from the Curtis In
stituted almost at very last moment stitute of Music, of which he is di
as accompanist for the cantata, rector, augmented by first chairmen
"Hiawatha's Wedding Feast," given from the Philadelphia Orchestra, and
by club members, assisting singers conducted by Fritz Reiner."
and soloists. It was no small feat,
• • • •
as it called for a real task in sight
And now along comes the Novemreading of difficult music and much ber issue of "Overtones." the Curtis
S3 m £

areSomin'g mere

a£d mor? music-

conscious, more responsive to the finest in mu'ic. and surely more appreciative. Incidentally I was Interested to learn that the audience
was at least half made up of persons
outside of Portland. Rockland and
vicinity contributed quite a share and
in the vast audipnee I happened to
spy Ruth Sanborn. Bertha Luce, Dr.
Marv Reuter, Warren Davis. Louise
Orberton.
Barring Hofi nn and Pad»rew~kt.
I can think of no other pianist who
has thrilled me more than Levitzki,
He has amazing technique, the most
subtie Ingratiating touch, vet not
lacking in firmness and power. He
is .a master in tonal shadings and
most convincing in his pioiection of
the composition in hand The man

“If You Go Out-of-Town
To Shop For Christmas—
Go To

FREESE’S
IN BANGOR
“One Of The Biggest Stores Elast Of Boston”
•"< ■”■*« «««

»■

played both musicianship and ability, gracious and deserved tribute. In- spawning grounds in Georges River Knox County Fish & Game Associa• • • •
j troduced by a brief sketch of hls will doubtless be excellent patrons of tion, is chairman of the committee
In Portland last Monday night I career from the time he played at the fishway which h'as Just been com- which supervised the construction of
was privileged to hear Misha Ievitzki
®
hi< hirtTpniand11
pleted at the Georges River Mills 1 the fishway, and associated with him
in piano recital at City Hall audiNov 29. 1887. which celebrated his ,under the sponsorship of the Knox are Charles C. Starrett and Austin
h™! hi« \nipndJri"lirn- 50tb anniversary before the Ameri- County Fish <fc Game Association, Moody. The raising of the funds was
gram’ but to * see an audience of can.Pub!lc- the next page carried a and which is pictured above.
no easy matter—the same being true
around 1500 persons listen with ab- p'™oHlshowing he°waTa'child nro- ' 1116 flshway’ constructed at a cost of almost any project—but when the

sorbed attention for the full time of
the program and remain to applaud
for encore after encore It demon-

Page Five

dlgJ, cotnpOSpr as well as pianist as 'of about *1700 was financed by popu- public learned that the work was betbe cover bears a picture of the little lar subscription, and with the gener- ing done in the hope of coaxing sea
Josef and opposite one sees a pic- ous assistance of the mill-owners. It salmon back into their native waters,
ThV^odTkoowVliim’-^^d meaSUreS M feel aCr°“

st a piano playing to a vast audience °f a senes of boxes' each seven feet
which stretches even to . the fourthsbuare- The bulkhead is: six feet
gallery. Then follows a group of high and extends southerly 50 feet
interesting plctures-one taken in from the dam. and also extends from
1893. in Berlin, showing Hofmann »h.
seated at the wheel of an automo- |th* dam mt0 016 pond'
bile designed and built bv himself:
Another in his shop at Merion,
NORTH HAVEN
Penna., with his German mechanic
and friend of many years, Carl Mick- '
ley. and still another of his boat, a ' Rev. and Mrs. H. F. Huse and
more recent product of his design daughter Marjorie, were dinner
which he operates at Camden. An gUests Friday of Dr. and Mrs. Arthur
intriguing picture show’s Hofmann woodman.
a group of his students, taken
in »h» ifi»h
in 1927—in the group one feels fairly
The two chimneys in the High
certain Shura Cherkassky even School principal's house were rethough pictured as a lad of tender topped recently the work being done
>'ears- in knee pants, also of Josephby Earle harden.
Levin*
J^aa app”red aa
Mrs. Charlotte Woodman went

re’Mtabllshin« a flshin« industry

WtUt*1 'was lconduct«d prosperously
at Warren'in the long, long ago.
Witnin two years another fishway
will be erected on the Georges River
c
at POwder Mills PaIls'

"More and more people from Rockland and other points in Knox
County are regularly doing their out-of-town shopping In this huge
department store ln Bangor. You will like it too. You couldn't
ask for a better place to do Christmas shopping."

A VERY BIG, COMPLETE CHRISTMAS
A VERY
BEAUTIFUL STORE

STORE

See What You Actually
Save!
By Shopping in BANGOR
instead of Portland

See How Big:

Save 40 Miles Travel

BLUE AND SILVER—Our entire
Interior display is worked out in
blue and silver, making the most
beautiful decoration we ever had.
It is worth coming to see!
Christmas merchandise adds still
greater beauty.

•

Nearly three acres floor space.

•

Nearly a mile of shopping aisles.

C

Hundreds of helpful employes.

•

Fifty-seven departments, selling almost everything.

LIGHTING DISPLAY—Our gala
electrical display on both street
fronts makes Bangor look like a
metropolis. Bring the children to
see this beautiful store!

O

• Five floors faring two streets.

Bangor Is fully 20 miles nearer
(Rockland) than Portland is.
You save gallons of gasoline,
wear and tear, and precious
Time.
Save $1.09 Bridge Toll
There Is NO toll bridge on the
Bangor road. Th? traveling Ls
now excellent and you save at
least $1.10 on bridge fees.

See How Complete:
Save 25c Parking
Public parking places at Eansets at that time was $1000. To
gor House. Pickering Square,
Biggest assortments in our 45-year history.
day this Folio is so rare that a flne
and Abbct Square —besides
set would probably cost $15000. Now
• More high-grade merchandise than ever before.
curb space—save.; parking fee.
comes the flrst popular edition of this
You Save $2.60 to $3.09
• WOMEN'S WEAR . . , Coats. Dresses, Sportswear, Lingerie,
Besides time and mileage!
famous work with 5.000 magnificent
Hosiery, Shoes, Hats, Accessories.
pictures, each reproduced by deep• CHILDREN’S WEAR . . . large departments featuring all
etch offset llthograhphy in the au
clothing for boys, girls, and infants.
thentic colors of the original print.
€ MFN’S SHOPS . . . huge separate men’s shops with flne
Each plate is accompanied by a
Suits. Overcoats. Shirts, Ties, Bathrobes, etc.
concise description text written by
the noted bird authority William
• I’OMEFCRNISHINGS . .. Furniture, Bedding. Radios, Dra
himself made a general appeal— panlsts ln Curtis concerts ln RockT
peries. China. Glassware, Silver, Kitchenware, etc.
Vogt, who also has contributed a
probably under forty years, quiet. Port. A flne picture shows HofmannSaturday to Boston for a visit,
very unassuming He came onto the at his desk at the Curtis Institute.
Mrs. James Tabbutt was recent delightful Introduction to the vol• TOYLAND ... a great spacious Toy Shop with all the new
stage briskly, acknowledged the ap- and another shows Mrs. Bok. Dr. jguest of friends in Massachusetts. 1 ume. Thus the book is a remarkable
est Toys, Dolls, Games, and Santa Claus!
plause which ereeted him with a Hofmann. Marcella Sembrich and j Mr and Mrs LgOn stone passed combination ofbeauty and usefulness
«
EVERYTHING ELSE . . . Books, Toiletries. Gift Shop Items.
“'L6’w“drt«' X' “.y"»'”»<«
W. M W. ■» «h.,h
student of b»d, w,H
Greeting Cards, Yard Goods, Hardware.
and down the keyboard, then came Institute in 1934.
( Bragdon in Vinal Haven.
rejoice,
a moment of meditation and all at!
• • • •
J clarence Waterman was at home
Lewis A. Mills
cnce he began the number indicated In the long list of Hofmann's stu- fOr the weekend
The community was saddet^d to
bv the program. This moment of dents we note the familiar names of
j
who f
Warm Winter Clothing In December
medita"on pr?f«ceo each of his Jeanne Behrend. Edith Evans Braun,
'
learn Sunday that Lewis A. Mills'
g.-. ups—it wi. ather nice 10 it al-1 Abram Chasins, Shura Cherkassky, months was a patient at the Veterans
lowed not only himself to become William Harms, Joseph Levine. Har- j Hospital on Staten Island, has rep
At January Clearance Prices!
composed and in a certain mood but, ry Kaufman. Angelica Morales, Harry , turned to the home of his sister. Mrs. lng the night. Although not in the
The warm fall has left us with an unusual stock of Women's Coats.
allowed his hearers to become com- Ross.
Vinal Hopkins. He has recovered best of health, he had been feeling
Men's and Children's Winter Clothing, Underwear, etc., which we
posed and receptive. Livitzki at the
• • • •
as well as usual and Saturday night
from serious illness.
keyboard is a dignified, free from all I Under the heading "With one ac
have already marked at January Clearance Sale prices. Save on
Mrs. Mellie Gillis was in Rockland had called at th* home of Irvln<
mannerisms and playing with aston- ’ cord the people of the Curtis Insti- I
winter clothing now!
Grant. Returning home, he retired
ishing ease His handsseem bone- tute acclaim him" we find tributes of several weeks caring for her brother,
as
usual.
less as his fingers flash over the keys;'admiration, devotion and affection j Alden Pettee, whose death ocMr. Mills was born in what is
and he seems to make r.o effort to from many friends and associates. curred the past week Mr. and Mrs.
gain certain effects.
Heading the list is a tender message D
..
! known as the Mills district in Vinal
.
...
7..
Ronald
Gillis
were
in
Rockland
to
His program was:
. from Mrs Bok to the great pianists
(nr Mr Haven, Sept. 1, 1671. and when an
mother reading: “To Frau Doktor attend the funeral services for Mr.,
Sonata. In one movement,
, infant, with his parents moved to
major.
Bcariattl Matylda Hofmann: Love and con- Pettee.
Me:ody (From "Orpheus"!
Class II channels where western
Hester
gratulations upon the golden circle | Mr and Mrs. N. P. Hallowell of An- ,' this town where he lived for the re- Nina Christie; secretary,
Qluck-Sgambail
of these
50 years, during
your dowr gnd Mr and Mrs Cunningham mainder of hls life. Mr Mills who Ames; treasurer. Cora Peterson; pa
competition governs.
Sonata. Opus 57 (Appaslonatal
.
. . which
.
Beethoven son has never lowered the banner of
was the son of a Civil War veteran, |
It ls gratifying to note that several
Allegro assai
! hls artistic integrity. All that music of New York city were guests Sat- 1 lived a quiet life although interested triotic instructor, Paulina Smith;
legislative
measures are now being
chaplain,
Evie
Hennigar;
guard.
urday and Sunday at Nebo Lodge
Aheg-onm.Cnonmt?'ppo-Presto
ma>' raveal
the 8amut
industrious Olive Amiro; conductor, Lizzie Kay;
actively urged, any one or all of
Des Abends (At Eventid, )
Schumann man heart, of nature, and of the
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Grant at- iln local P™^18'
Autschwung
.Exaltation)
Wsrum’ (Whv".
sShlXnS ' wbrld of the Splrlt' y0Ur 8011 hasJ tended th« State Oran«e meeting man he cultlvaU“d the farm on the assistant conductor, Lucy Skoog
which would be helpful. These and
TraumcJhrcn !Hallucination,«chumann through his art Interpreted and Sgtu
Portland. While tn the Crabtree Point road where hemade
proposals of my own, thc result of
pianist. Ola Ames. After the cere
Schumann g*ven to the world. That this lar- 1
1
. , ,,
his home.
recent studies, give me reason to
monies a joke Christmas tree and
Two Prelude* A major f
major gesse is still being given, and in ever- etty, Mrs. Grant called on ner latner,
Mr. Mills is survived by his wife: stunts followed by dancing proved a
hope that the present Intolerable
Chopin
deepening
measure,
is
the
miracle
of
Dr.
Daniel
Woodman,
a
patient
at
the
Scherzo. C harp minor.
four sons. Merle, Kenneth, Bernard fine entertainment. Hilma Webster
situation in the Boston milk may be
the musical world today.” Others : Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary.
The Enchanted Nymuh 1 Ballet
By Clyde II. Smith, representing Maine's Second Congressional District
Music)
Levitzki paying tribute include such names
annual christmas sale of the Pranz: one dau*ht«1' Bertha, all resi- : and Minnie Chilles were committee
in part corrected.
Valse Tzigane (Oypsv Waltz)
Lev
DeviwKi QC 2urtis onH
orv Bok. Edith Evans ! „ .. _ ... ... .
I dents of North Haven. Funeral serv- 1
and r.
Cary
Clyde H. Smith
Jcux d'Eau (The Fountain)
Ravel
members. Preceding the meeting a The Nation's Capital. November 30. Government's petition for an injunc
Isabelle
1
Un,ty
Oulld
w111
**
held
WednPsda
v
Paganmi-L^I Braun. David Saperton. Isabelle -““7
™ ,ces wlll
held ln the old church at
La Campanella.
Maine milk sold In the Boston tion against the thirty Boston hand
supper
was
served
by
Allie
Lane,
T
Vengerova. Vera Brodsky and Harold at 2 ociock. The usual household
xxr^rfr,.cdo»
9
.
Triggs, Efrem
Efrem Zlmballst
Zimbalist.' Lea LuboLubo- and fancy
articles will be on sale ^’P11 Harbor Wednesday at
2 chairman, assisted by Frances Smith. Marketing Area is subject to the laws ler who had failed to comply with
fancy &nd
enjoyed most. The Gl.ick-Sgambatl shu;z Felix
Salmond Carlos
sai^do |and
&lso cgkfs
candy
o
’
clock,
and
will
be
conducted
by
Eleanor Conway Gladys Young and of Maine, Massachusetts and the the order of Secretary Wallace as
Donations are
number was a gem. each tone a pearl
to price and in other particulars.
de Oogorza. Elizabeth Schu solicited for the rummage table. Ar Rev. Henry F. Huse. Burial will be in Bessie Polk. The attendance was the
of beauty, and in the Beethoven Emilio
Federal Government. These three That they will resist, and continue
mann. Sylvan Lenin, Jeanne Behr
Sonata the Andante movement with end. Nadia Reisenberg. Boris Gol- ticles of clothing or shoes remain the Fuller cemetery.
largest for the year.
authorities have the same objects: a the litigation by every known artifice
its rich color was exquisitely played, dowsky—all these renowned names ing unsold will be sent to Miss Cor
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter will
as was also the final movement I ln the world of music.
be inspected Dec. 16 on the Mark healthful product for the consumer that their highly paid attorneys are
«€ VINAL HAVEN <
bett, City Matron in Rockland.
which displayed amazing velocity, j
and an equitable price for the pro able to devise, may be elected but the
Master degree
°f the Schumann numbers "Warum " Q
,s devoUd
the me
OttR Zl MK.LI0N JARS USfDytARLY
Addilions
to
Library
Union
Church
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will
meet
■
Elected officers of Pleasant River ducer. The flrst objective (quality) situation now looks favorable for an
with its questioning melody was an flf Ant£n Rubjnstein, whose blrthday
, t
ultimate Government victory. Four
Among the new books recently Thursday. Supper to be served at Grange are: Master, Winnie Ames;
eloquent bit as w is also Traumes- anniversary aiso feil on Nov. 28. The
is attained; the second (fair price to
. ,,
,
K
cents, with the half-cent now in
wirren with its ^ange InterwaywhJch Hofmann holds for added to the Library are:
5.30 in the vestry. Housekeepers overseer. George Wright, lecturer. Le
the
dairymen)
is
not.
'fUMy,5^eCl.^A..S^r_lnfd_i0 tbe memory of Rubinstein has glowed
prospect (if they get it) would even
The Citadel. Cronin; Katrina, Sal- are Jennie Newbert Grace Lawry. ola Smith; steward. Donald Shields;
Vinalhaven & Rockland
like a steady beam of light through
Under the Pederal law. Secretary: then be about one cent below the
Steamboat Company
ness for Schumann. Yet hls Chopin out his entire career. Repeatedly minen; Home for Christmas. Doug- win Chilles and Clyde Macintosh, assltant steward, Curtis Webster;
was beautifully played—Imbued with Hofmann plays Anton Rubinstein's lass; Lost King. Sabatlnl Mayor on ; Members are asked to take Sun- chaplain. Alice Whittington; treasur of Agriculture, Henry A. Wallace, has cost of production—a situation not
R(M'KI.AM)
a scintillating charm, yet so full of music, he has extolled the great Horseback. Oppenheim; Longworthy j shine bags.
er, Ned Kittredge; secretary, C Me broad powers. He has exercised them Joyful or cheering but tragic,
Service To:
delicacy and spiritual tenderness. master in print, and named his eld- Family, Corbett Poirot Loses a Client,
Mrs. Maude Peaslee was hostess to servey F. Ames; gate keeper. Stanley so far as "the handling of milk in | The people of America are now
VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
Tills spiritual touch was so fully t son for the venerated head of the
the
Greater
Boston
Marketing
Area"
(
consuming
about
forty
gallons
of
STONINGTON. ISLE AI II ALT,
shown ln the A major prelude. His Petersburg Conservatory., A picture Christie: Woman at the Door, Deep- the Needlecraft Club Tuesday at her Conway; Ceres, Lizzie Kay; Pomona.
SWAN'S ISLAND AND
own compositions made an appeal, of Rubinstein stands on Hofmann’s ing; Valley of Decision. Flint; Swift home. The club will meet with Mrs. Norma MacDonald; Flora Sylvia is concerned, by appointing an Ad- milk per capita, annually, whereas,
FRENCHBORO
the first, indeed full of enchantment, desk in his studio and bears this in Waters, Parmenter; Rebellion of Len- Ola Ames for its Christmas party.
Anthony, lady assistant steward, ministrator, S. W. Tator, whose ad- on an ideal diet, they should be using
and the second a dashing vivid thing. scription (in German): “To my dear nie Barlor. Strong; Romance of Rosy
Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Calderwood had Doris Smith; ex-committee, George dress is 80 Federal Street. Boston,1 slxty-five gallons. A never ending
WINTER SERVICE
The Ravel number was another gem. Josepf Hofmann in remembrance of Bridge, Kantor; The Rains Came, as Thanksgiving Day guests Mr and
Effective Saturday, Nov. 13
Geary. The installation will take and prescribing minimum prices. ’ campaign ls on to encourage the use
the brilliant rapid notes depicting the Anton Rubinstein—Berlin, 24 Aug
(Subject to change without notice)
These are, for Class I milk, from of more milk, especially for the
sparkling waters of a fountain. The ust 1893"—and at the left of Rubin Bromfleld; The Enemy Gods, La- Mrs. F. O. Calderwood and son Nor place Jan 5 with Past Master Curtis
$3.01 to $3.21 per cwt., delivered in young Were it measurably successbrilliant La Campanella. fiendishly stein's autograph are the first four Farge. They S°ek a Country, Young; man, Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Calderwood Webster as installing officer.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
i ful. the increased demand would redifficult in its long reaches, was bars of his A flat piano Prelude.
You Can't Hav: Everythin;. Norris: and daughter Erdine and Mr. and
Rev. Arthur Leigh had a large at the Boston area.
Read Down
Read l'p
splendidly played, and given with all
• • • •
My memory ol milking cows, on suit in an equitable price. But if A. M.
Sled Trails and White Waters Mrs. Clinton Calderwood.
P. M.
tendance Sunday at his Bible Class
the verve and freshness as if the One page is devoted to the per Marsh; To See Ourselves. Pederor,;
Ar. 6 0(1
that North road farm ln Harmony, Secretary Wallace should now order 5.30 Lv. Swan's Island.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Vinal
Hopkins
enter

of
men.
The
class
is
steadily
grow

pianist was just beginning his pro sonnel of the Curtis Symphony I gOy jn gjue Brier; Dark Vlalev
Ar. 4.40
where my birth occurred, is still very a higher price in the Boston area (as 6.30 Lv. Stonington,
tained the Sisters of the Skillet and ing and all are welcome.
gram instead of ending it
7 30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
Orchestra for the Golden Jubilee
vivid.
Milking,
shoveling
out
the
he
doubtless
has
the
authority
to
Of course he was called back, again Concert, and again we find names Jaekon; The Tide Always Rises. their husbands Saturday at supper
Pleasant River Grange will confer
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
and again, and among his encores familiar to us—Eudice Shapiro. Ben Payne; Octagcn House, Taylor; cards. Present: Mr. and Mrs. Elmer the first- and second degree on candi manure, and otherwise caring for the do) it would curtail consumption, to 9.30 Ar. Rockland,
I.V. 1.30
were a Chopin waltz, also “Etude for jamin Sharlip. Oscar Shumsky, Vir- Feathered Water, Holton; Brentwood Joy. Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Doucette.
few animals we had leaves the im-' a degree, diverting more milk Into
136-tf
dates Wednesday night.
Black , Keys"
and "Fantasia
Im- ginia Majewski, Victor Gottlieb,
,. .
_ ,
presslon that ten cents a quart would |
Hill;
8ix
Gtlrien
Angels,
Brand
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
A.
Calderwood.
Miss
promptu. by Chopin: Etude m D Samuel Mayes
PWnlps.
not be unreasonable. Surely my
Storm Ed?n, Miller; Tuesday Nev.r Mildred Brlnkworth and Walter
♦ • • •
flat major by Listzt, and another of
good friend. Lanette Braley. writing
his own compositions “Waltz ln A There is also a very fine article Comes, Larrimj’.e; East Goes Wes; Joyce who for the past five months
FLORIDA
CUSHING
major."
from my native town, is patient and
Kang;
iloniv
Grown,
Luters:
Pres

has
been
a
patient
in
Knox
Hospital.
written
by
Mrs.
Bok.
entitled
“
Some
• • • •
MIAMI’S
Observations of Our President," ent Indicative Coward; This Life I've
Mrs. George Geary was hostess Fri
Mrs. Olive Seavey motored Friday moderate in saying, "It ought to be
From the Associated Press on Nov. which appeared first in The Etude of Loved, Field: and A Home in the day night to the Rainbow Club.
seven cents a quart, at least, so that
to
Fairfield
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Inabi28 came this: “One of the most re-’September, 1937. and re-printed in
The Kaus-wa-ly-klt Club met net of St. Oeorge to visit Mrs. Larry a farmer could get enough to pay
markable audiences in the history of Overtones by permission of The County by Vande Water.
Twenty new juvenile books have Thursday with Mrs. Susan Hopkins. Lufkin who is in ill health. Mrs. the bills for keeping cows.”
Convenient to >11 points of Interest—Modern in every way.
music filled the Metropolitan Opera Etude. This article will receive more
An enjoyable view from our sparioux xrouud-floor porches,
House tonight to hear Josef Hof- attention in a later music column as also been added.
The Boston Health Depytment is
Mrs. Audrey Lincoln was home Sat Seavey is to return today.
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
mann. the pianist. Dr. Hofmann lit contains much wise comment, and
One of the most Important new urday from North Haven to visit her
most exacting. The producing dairy-1
Miss Ella Maloney went Saturday man goes to a lot of expense in com- [
was celebrating the 50th anniversary space here does not permit the show- books ls Audubon's, The Birds of
parents. Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Ames
of his debut in America, which was ing
to Thomaston to visit relatives before
HOTEL
America. For the flrst time, over a
i plying with Its demands. But having
Mr. and Mrs. John Beckman aTe
on the same stage. Nov 29. 1887. as j
«...
Booklet
June to
returning to Portland for the winter.
100
years
after
thelr
original
publi

a boy of 11.
; Notes: Carlos Salzedo Is touring
made these expenditures and tolled.
receiving congratulations on the birth
October
on
Wllpas
Sallinen
was
at
home
from
"He is probably the only musician the Pacific Coast—or perhaps has cation the superb Illustrations of Au Dec. 4 of a son, Sigvard W. Beck
; arduously, seven days ln the week,
Application
Camden over the weekend, during
Hotel
of 61 whose career in America has been, for he may have returned ere dubon's celebrated Elephant Folio ed man.
, the Maine dairyman gets—not the
Masely un
wbeen so long: curiously, there was this. Two junior members of the
which time he did electrical work for
j seven cents he ought to have—but
Mrs. Mary Cassie is in Worcester,
Stamloro
never any doubt of the pianist's abil faculty., Jeanne Behrend and Nadia ition are reproduced In a single vol
B. S. Geyer.
Corner Second Street
H H. Maae
Del. Co.
| somewhat less than four cents per
ity from the night 50 years ago when, Reisenberg. gave New York recitals ume. The edition was engraved and Mass., where she will pass the winter
The stage driver, W. T. Delano, is quart. It should be added here that
N. T.
in a blue and grey striped sailor this late fall. The Curtis String printed in England and was limited to with relatives.
Manager
and First Avenae
shirt and short trousers, the little Quartet sailed for Europe on Oct. 20 less than 200 sets. The price of these
confined
to
his
home
with
mumps.
I if the Government wins its suits J
Mr, and Mrs. Harold Smith have
Moderate Rvtes
Polish lad created a musical sensa for a concert tour which returns
Newton J. Peck of Woodbridge, against the non-complying milk deal-1
returned to Saugus, Mass.
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
tion that never has died away.
them to the United States in Decem
The annual meeting of the Ladies Conn., has bought part of the Benja ers in Boston, there may be another
"Hofmann played tonight before a ber. Ezra Rachlin sailed Nov. 10 for Sept, 27. 1937. W’ith an enrollment of
house which contained more not a six-weeks' concert tour in Europe. 206 students who come from Canada, of the G A R. was held Friday with min Robinson property from H. H. half-cent coming on shipments for
ables per square inch than any simi In the faculty members of the Epis Cuba, and Germany, as well as 34 work on two candidates. Election of Rowell.
September. October and November.1
lar audience in recent years. Stocky, copal Academy's new Music Depart states of the United States and the officers resulted in: President. Leola
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Crute visited A Vermont decision, last month, had ;
almost unconcerned in manner, the ment appear Joseph Levine (piano) District of Columbia. Virginia Ma
renter of it all dominated the event and Leonard Rose (violoncello). The jewski. violist, gave her graduation Smith; senior vice president, Elea Sunday with her sister Mrs Maurice favorable implications and. more re-1
nor Conway, junior vice president. Chadwick in Friendship.
cviilly. Judge Sweeney lias granted the
without effort. As a pianist lie was Institute opened its 14th season recital on the evening of Nov. 10.

Don’t Wait
’Til It
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Come To
FREESE’S
Now!
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Can From
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Come To
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For The
Rest!
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HARDWARE

TWi

AND

tf
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SPORTING GOODS

TOYLAND
V

GIVE USEFUL TOOLS CHRISTMAS

OUR

TOY

ROOM

IS

ft
r»
ft

COMPLETE

1
l-4

>32

Bright Red and Green Enamel

WHEELBARROWS

24% in. long, 98c

Bright Red

SI.F.D5

25c

21 inch Handles,
TURNING TOOLS

POLISHING HEAD

Makes any work shop complete

Ilandv in the Home Workshop

Set of 8 Tools, $5.25

$2.75

Millers Falls Quality

r

26 inch Handles,

49c

30 inch Handles,

98c

28% in. long, 98c

Flying Yankee, Storm King

O’B"

STEEL RULES
In Metal Case

Bright Red and Green Enamel

25c

25% in. long, $1.49

With Return Spring

I »

nsfsxi

a * '

/

Green and Red Enamel

35% in. long, $1.98

Chrome Plated

SCREW DRIVERS
With Ncnbreakable Handles—Guaranteed

n

4 inch 60c; 6 inch 70c

HARMLESS TOMMY GUN
98c

WOOD CARVING TOOLS
Handy for a Pasttime
Trv a Set This Winter

$2.25 Set

Catalog on Request

20% in. long, 98c

Ni.l07 DUSYMCXJOltSSFftJL

ELECTRIC HEATING PADS

20*4 in long—Wind-up

fA5

$2.95

Buck Jones,

FIRE TRUCK

98c to $3.50

1.25 to 4.50

Other styles,

CHRISTMAS TREE LIGHTS

$1.98

IS COMPLETE
3 inch to 22 inch

$3.50

$1.98

SANDWICH TOASTER

ELECTRIC BREAD TOASTER

98c

AIR RIFLES

Samson Quality—Three Heats

ELECTRIC

BRIGHT RED CARTS

.Assorted Colors

98c

29c to 89c

t

Stalite Feature,
BIG FIRE TRUCKS

ELECTRIC SUN BOWL

SPECIAL

9 IN. SMOOTHING PLANE

Guaranteed

Men’s League Hockey,

4.98

Ladies’ White Tubulars,

4.98

Comm. Blade Shoe Skate,

2.93

39c

Single Candles,

$14.00

SKIS

Electric Wreaths,

GILBERT SETS
ELECTRIC

CHEMISTRY AND ERECTORS

COFFEE PERCOLATOR

Assortment

5 ft. Pine,

pair 1.40
pair 1.90

WASHING MACHINES

9
I

Packed in Metal Box

ELECTRIC CORN POPPERS

98c

$1.00 to $3.49

$1.00 to $1.19

CITY DELIVERY -

pair 4.45

7 ft. Maple,

pair 4.95

Special Ridge Top in Stock

Asst. Colored Bulbs,
Wooden Xmas Tree Stands,

25c

8 Styles Skis Birdings,

Tree Light Blinkers,

15c

Ski Boots,

$1.00 '

UNION
Isabel C. Abbott, sophomore at
Colby College, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W C. Abbott, served recently
on a committee engaged in canvass
ing the entire Women’s Division in a
drive which raised over $15C9 to
wards the Women's Union building
cn Colby’s new Mayflower Hill
campus.
Union Lodge of Masons will confer
the Master Mason degree Thursday
night.
Members of surrounding
lodges are invited to attend.
Mrs. Marion Alden has returned
from a several days’ visit with Mr.
Alden in Northampton. Mass.
Mrs. Lila Burrill who has been
confined to her home with bronchitis,
the past two weeks is gradually re
covering.
Leroy Miller has returned from a
visit with his sister in Belmont,
Mass.
Mrs. E. H. St. Clair and Mrs. Smith
cf Owls Head called Friday on Mrs.
Bertha Bryant.
The District Council of the Ameri-

The Morning AfterTaking
Carters Little Liver Pills

pair $1.00 to $6.00
pair 4.98

pair 65c and 1.C0
pair 95c to 3.75

- ELEVATOR SERVICE TO TOY ROOM

8

TELEPHONES 205=206

I

church committees will be recom- j
mended by the nominating commit
tee in addition to other local matters.
Boys from Mrs. Daniels’ class of
the Church School are organized into
a den of "Cubs" with Harold Rich
as chief and Gerald Ames as scribe.
Meetings are held at the homes of
Mrs. Leona Maddocks visited Wed members each Monday immediately
after school. This week the boys hike
nesday at Mrs. Mary C’ark's.
Allen Feyler is ill at the hospital to the home of Edward Young in
•
Mrs. Sadie Lenfest has returned South Union.
from Portland Hospital where she un
derwent an operation and is gaining
>€ EAST UNION
satisfactorily.
• • • •
The Farm Bureau planning meet
Methodist Church Notes
The morning worship service Sun ing held Friday at the Grange hall
day was enriched by two solos by was a decided succes. A Yuletide din
Charles Wilson of Thomaston. Miss ner and Christmas tree entertain
Florence Thurston was accompanist. ment were given by the young peo
ple, the tree being heavily laden
The Church School was well at
with gifts for the members as a gala
tended ln all departments. The
observance of the good work and
Brotherhood Class led ln number
demonstrations of the past year. The
with 14 present under the leader
attendance of 40 listened to an in
ship of Principal Thomas. Miss Cor
structive address by Miss Esther
son led the Junior League meeting.
Dunham, home demonstration agent.
Tlie Woman's Home Missionary
Offlcers were elected.
Society meets Thursday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Payson and
with Mrs. Bertha Bryant. The les
son discussion will be based on the Mrs. May Robbins were guests Sun
day of E. C. Payson family in Rock
December magazine.
The Ladies Aid holds an all day land.

can Legion Auxiliary met Friday, a
large gathering enjoying a delightful
afternoon and a pleasing program
carried out bj’ the school children
consisting of singing and tap danc
ing, with readings and recitations by
the older women. Refreshments were
served.

*C

meeting Friday in the vestry with
the usual offer to husbands and
friends to attend the dinner hour.
Special work is planned and women
who have the dime bags are asked to
take them. The committtee is made
up of Mesdames Bertha Howe, Grace
Williams and Lela Haskell.
Tlie special meeting of the quar
terly conference will be held at 8.10
Thursda}’ immediately after the de
votional and Bible study periods.
Important changes and additions to

Ski Goggles,
Ski Poles,

(Spangles)

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Red Cross memberships for 1938
i Minott in Wiscasset. Mr. and Mrs.
Mlnott were weekend guests of Mr. have been received from the Seventh
Grade. Mrs. Montgomery, teacher,
Mrs. Fairfield Williams returned and Mrs. Young.
and the Eighth Grade Mrs. Carter.
Thursday from York Beach where
Miss Ella Maloney of Portland,
At the suggestion of Mrs. Carter,
she visited her cousins. Mr. and Mrs. who has been visiting Capt. and Mrs.
the Eighth Grade membership was
Fred Smith for two weeks.
John Maloney, returned to her home
earned, each pupil taking an earned
Orient Chapter. F.A.M. will meet Monday by bus.
contribution toward the dollar.
Tuesday evening, though the inspec
Beta Alhpa meeting in the Baptist
tion has been postponed.
1 vestry Monday night had an at
The Pathfinders’ meeting Sunday
Kenneth, Roes, accompanied by tendance of 25. Christmas sewing
William Robinson, went to Boston was done, and refreshments were afternoon in the Methodist vestry
Friday on business, returning Sat served by Mrs. Charlotte Libby. Mrs. was a prelude to Christmas. There
urday.
Kilborn, Mrs. Starrett and Mrs. were 15 members present and 10
guests. The service was led by Ruth
The Junior Department of the Tripp.
Miller, the president, and included a
Baptist Church School had the an
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. violin and piano prelude, the Christ
nual special observance of Bible Day Aaron Clark Saturday were Mrs. Vermas story from St. Matthew, and
Sunday morning, the service includ dilla Brown of Burnham Junction
hymns and carols. Mrs. Leach read a
ing songs, memory verses and an ad and her son-in-law Arthur Parker
chapter from the study book, “The
dress by the superintendent, Mrs. and Mr. Rand of Auburn.
Doorway of Play and Pictures,’’ and
Kilborn.
• • • •
told two worship stories, one “The
There will be a special meeting of
Christ Child and the Candles” to be
General
Knox
Chapter,
D.A.R..
met
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary in the
dramatized later. Edwin Leach read
Legion rooms next Friday evening at Monday night at the home Mrs. A. J. the records of the last meeting, and
Elliot
with
11
members
present.
The
7 to prepare for Christmas baskets.
James Dana presented the treasurer’s
All who can are urged to attend and business session was followed by a report. The next meeting will be a
program
presented
by
young
people
help.
of the community, the Girl Scouts Christmas party, date to be an
The Pqrent'TeacH^r Association
represented by Jane Miller, Estelle nounced.
will meet at the High School Thurs
Moore and Jean Crie. who told the
day at 7.30. Christmas carols are to
history of the organization, its aims
NORTH CUSHINGS
be sung by a chorus chosen from the
and work, and sang Scout songs. The
fourth to eighth grades, directed
Mrs. Ethel Benner came Friday
4-’ll Club of St. George sent Eleanor
by Mrs. Sanborn; and Joel Miller will
Neison, Helen Johnson, Ina Anderson, from Lynn, Mass., to visit her sister,
show some of his local moving pic
Eileen Risteen, Edna Ranta. Arlene • Mrs. Margaret Montgomery.
tures.
Nelson. Dorothy Johnson and Ida
The Smiths saw a most interesting
William T. Smith. Jr., is employed Harjula. They gave a Finnish folk
sight when a family of moose visited
by the Maine Statewide Highway dance. Albert Harjula playing the their pasture recently.
Survey, receiving his appointment 1 harmonica for the song accompanySulo Laine is trucking Christmas
last week.
i ing the dance, and sang their Club trees to Boston; |Howard Kaura and
Mrs. Luther Clark returned Sunday good-night so.ng. They exhibited some Raymond Hoffses accompnay him.
from Warren where she has been of their awards and prize-winning
Mrs. Ada Lufkin is visiting her
caring for Mrs. Charles R. Overlock work including canning. Their lead sister, Mrs. Eva Davis, at Pleasant
and infant son Albert Lee, born er is Miss Esther Harjula, whose Point.
Nov. 23.
Vai ?ty Club motored last Tuesday
graduation essay of a few years ago
Mrs. Isaac Young recently spent on Finland ls remembered for its to Waldoboro where they enjoyed a
j theatre party.
a day with her niece, Mrs. John C. excellence.

1 lb pkg 50c

Artificial Snow,

A SMALL DEPOSIT WILL HOLD ANY ARTICLE UNTIL DEC. 18

228 MAIN STREET
t£ THOMASTON *€

Glass Tub

pair $3.98

6% ft. Maple,

$1.69 to $7.98
When Selecting Gcod Tools—Pick the Best
Made by Stanley

.95

pair 2.85

6 ft. Maple,

Set of Five Candles,

$1.00 to $7.95

pair

6 ft. Pine,

Set of Three Candles,

$1.00 to $4.98

4 ft. Pine,
5% ft. Pine,

DOLLS DRESSED TO TRAVEL

ELECTRIC IRONS

$5.50

Ladies’ White Figure,

When one bulb burns oat the others slay lit

10 inch, $1.49

With Xonbreakable Handles, Chrome Plated
A gift long to "be remembered

SHOE SKATES

Practice Sonja Henie Methods

With Wcod Ladders, Two Seats

50c up

.'4^*

’

MOVING VAN

i-v

Bright Red—31in. long—6 wheels

PLANES

u; Jl

Cream and Red Enamel

For the Smaller Bov

Our Stock of

KEYSTONE BUS
Gray Enamel with Electric Lights, 33 ill. long.
A joy to any child

$6.25

Local Agents For
DELTA POWER TOOLS
DELTA MOTORS
BELTS AND PULLEYS

A CHEST OF TOOLS

B

ft

Orange and Green Enamel

For All Ages

DIAMONDS AS A BACKLOG

An astonishing rise in diamond
sales—up 23.8 per cent over 1936
figures for October—disclosed Thurs
day that many of the nation's
wealthy families are sinking their
dollars in cashable brilliance. Some
New York dealers ascribed the wave
of buying to fear that the dollar

might be cheapened. “We have
calls from retailers for especi
large and valuable stones late
stones of three and one-half to
carats, worth $7000 to $25,000 apie
said L. H. Stern .partner in a P
Avenue diamond brokerage fl
“The idea,” he added, "would lx
have th«m as a backlog.’’

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
‘STAND-IN”

Shirley Morton passed the week
end with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
L. I. Morton.

Mrs. Margaret Grassow of Hope is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Gretchen
Payson.
A. B. Stevenson of Camden was
guest Sunday at the home of V. A.
T0ITey'

Lest" “Sugar” Plum, "Stand-in,” mc«ts Atterbury Dodd, banker par ex-

George Thomas and family of cellence, and proves to him that he’s mort than a human addin; machine in
Camden were at Roland Payson’s on j this scene from Walter Wanger's “Stand-In," the comedy about Hollywood,
a recent visit.

—adv.

Lvery-Uther-Day
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Educational Club

«€ WARREN

Page SeveS

Miss Washburn received many nice
gifts and a birthday cake.

Mrs. Hattie MacFarland, who has

The Local Red Cross Committee
Meeting At Mrs. Lena Mer been visiting with Mrs. Mina Russell,
which included Mrs. Grace Wyllie,
rill’s Had Wide Variety of Mrs. Judson Benner and Mrs. Levere Miss Edna F. Boggs and Mrs. Anna

DECEMBER CLEARANCE SALE

Jones in Warren village, has returned
Starrett report collection of $58.59
to her home at North Warren.
during the recent drive, with 481
The one-quarter of mile State Aid new members, which is 11 more than |
The Women's Educational Club
The Pour B's met Saturday night
road on the Union end of the Middle
at th» home of Billy Tait, Holmes met Friday night, at the home of Road, which has been under con last year, and more money as well.
Others who assisted the committee in
Mrs.
Lena
Merrill.
The
meeting
was
street. Oames, refreshments and a
struction, is completed, and residents the drive were Miss Bertha Teague.
merry time.
called to order by President Mary cut that way are much pleased with
4
Mrs. Ruth Philbrook. Mrs. Avis Nor
ii
Perry Rich, 30 members attending the result.
A
wood
and
Mrs.
Jennie
Kenniston
and
A
Miss Marian Ginn was the weekend
A
the afternoon session, and 36 being
Dinner committee, Wednesday, for Mrs. Austin Kalloch.
A
guest of Miss Eleanor Look at The
A
present
in
the
evening.
The
proI
the
usual
dinner
at
the
E.
A.
Star
By error it was reported that Mrs. 1
Maples dormitory. University of
A
A
gram
consisted
of
passages
from
the
,
rett
Auxiliary,
Sons
of
Union
Vet;
Q
ert
h
a
starrett
had
part
in
the
Maine. They attended the Penny
A
A
Carnival Friday night, a “Vic party’’ Bible repeated in unison; repeating i erans- w111 be Mrs. Abbie Stickney, chOrus of the minstrel show for Fri-1
-i
Mrs.
Rosina
Bubier,
Mrs.
Helen
Hilday
evenlng
,
auspices
of
the
Mystic
at Delta Tau Delta Saturday and a of Gettysburg Address, led by Miss
A
In this Clearance Sale we have included All Knitwear.
A
ton.
Members
not
solicited
are
re
Rebekah
Lorge.
It
should
have
read
camp party Sunday at the house
A
Bertha Orbeton; Mrs. Nettie Stewart quested to furnish sweets,
Mrs. Bertha Drewett.
mother's cottage. Miss Ginn returned gave history questions, answered by , Gra^
A
Qf UnJon and War.
Also Several Evening Gowns
home Monday.
1
are here againl
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Locke, Harry
the members, and followed by dis- | ren
mft Friday aftcrnoon at
A
cussion on History. An article by 3 30 at the home of Superint€ndent Locke and Miss Vivian Stewart and ,
A
They protect your home
Thursday Club members were en
A
friend
of
Portland
were
recent
guests
'
Pearl S. Buck in the Literary Digest, and Mrs pr#nk D
and en_
A
tertained
by
Mrs.
Hilda
Clayter
at
a
from Tuberculosi?
A
on discovering America, was read by ( joyed a
time wUh ,obster of Mr. and Mrs. Selden Robinson.
A
luncheon-bridge at her home in Cam
Mrs. Stewart, and Mrs. Rich's article j ]unch as >eU as hearing SQme
A
den. Card honors were awarded Mrs.
A
I
formed a discussion on the church; intructive reports from the individ-„
Mrs. Vinie Ulmer and niece Miss
ROCKPORT
«€
Doris Damon and Mrs. Katherine
Mrs. Janet Dunton gave a report on ual teacher on some professional
Anne Blackington of Rockland High
A
Haines.
A
the World's W. C. T. U. convention bcok. each had been reading for work- The first open meeting of the sea
lands are at |The Lauriette for the
she attended in Washington. D. C., improvement. Union teachers re son of the Twentieth Century Club
winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard H. Ford Jr.
and Mrs. Aurelia Bray gave a talk ported as follows: “Teachers and was held Friday evening at the home
Miss Mabel Spear has gone to and son Leonard 3d of Brewer, were on her recent trip to Prince Edward |Teachtor (1000 High
cf Miss Marion Weidman and proved
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Florida to spend the winter.
Island. The current events were led j lors) compllcd by Prank Hart ph D a highly enjoyable afTair. Rev. Cor
Averill at their home on Crescent
by Mrs. Etta Sanborn. Poems were glven by Miss Oeorgie R MU,s; „Bet win Olds of Rockland as guest speaker
Mrs. Ellery Nelson has returned to street.
recited by Mrs. Hazel Woodward, ter Primary Reading ' (Stone) by | eave an illustrated travel talk, "Santa
her home on Broadway from Presque
Mrs. Lillian McRae is spending the Mrs. Rich, and quotations by Mrs. Mrs. Eva Starrett; "Extra Curricular claus' Front Yard," covering his
Isle, where she was called by the
^Sawyer.
|by daughters. Dorothy of Rockland;
altena Mclennan
Activities in the Elementary Schools" I northern trips. Mrs. Blanche Mor-'. are visiting relatives at Hartford,
week
in Portland, the guest of her
death of her mother.
——
| Mrs. Marian Blair of Augusta. Mrs.
Mrs.
Ellura
Hamlin
was
appointed
Conn.
(Allen-Alexander-Means)
by
Miss
j
t°
n
aho
of
Rockland,
rendered
three
brother, Walter Morse.
Altena Ellen, widow of William Me- I Julian E. Peck of Braintree, Mass '
chairman of the supper committee, Maxine Heath; "Language in the !vocal solos' Mrs- Lllian C°PP‘ng acMrs. Levi Keizer of Dexter street,
Lennan died Sunday at her home on sons. Arthur of Rockland and Wilat the first meeting in January at Elementary School" (McKee) by companist. At the close of the proMr.
and
Mrs.
Lester
Plummer
were
Exciting Mystery Drama
Thomaston, is a surgical patient in
in Woolwich Sunday, called by the G.A.R. hall.
j Mrs. Myrtle Messer. “The Activities sram ice cream and cake were Rockport High School Senior Class Florence street, at the age of 57. ham of Braintree; a sister, Mrs. Lilthe Deaconess Hospital in Boston.
Funeral services will be conducted j llan McCurdy of Rockland; a brother,
The speaker of the afternoon. State Curriculum ln the Primary Grades” servedserious illnes of George Rice, a re
will present Lindsey Barbee’s “The
today at 2.30 o'clock from the resi- i Charles Merritt of Rockland; and
Commander
of
V.F.W.
Oliver
Hamlin
(Marion
Paine
Stevens)
by
Miss
The
Johnson
Society
met
Wednestired
M.C.R.R.
employe,
who
made
Browne Cli^ will meet Friday
Last of the Ruthven's" at the Town dence, Rev. Charles E. Brooks offi- ; three grandchildren. Interment will
night with Mrs. Lawton Bray on Me his home in this city for ten years. told the history ol> the organization, ’ Edith Hawes; Warren teachers gave day evening at the home of Mrs.
His many friends are sorry to learn of and how it is distinguished from brief. resumes of the following: Maynard Ingraham. Sewing occu- Auditorium, Friday. The play, which elating. Mrs. McLennan ts survivea ! be in ISea View cemetery.
chanic street.
his illness at this time, having but other patriotic organizations, making “Better primary Reading" (Clarence pled the time and plans were made is a mystery, has one exciting scene
i R stone) by Miss Dorothy Miller; for the Christmas work. A buffet after another up to the final reveal
Norma Seavey has returned to last week receiving hls retirement a most interesting address.
The first speaker of the evening “One Foot on the Ground" (A Plea lunch was served.
Brunswick where she has employ pension.
ing moment.
session was Hon. Charles F. Dwinal for Common sense ln Education)
ment. after spending two weeks at
The part of Lady Helena, the state- I
Work
was
started
Monday
morning
An
important
item
overlooked
at
of Camden, whose topic concerned (Ernest Cobb, by Miss Evelyn Saw.
the home of her father, Paul Seavey.
en
the
erection
of
the
building
on
ly English mother, is played by Caro- i
She was accompanied by her sister Relief Corps fair was the birthday the Maine Legislature, the tax issue yer; "Social Studies in the Primary
i the Turner lot in the business sec lyn Andrews; Grantly, the butler,
Martha, and grandfather, Lester observance of Mrs. Amanda Choate, etc. Senator Roy Fernald of Winter- Oraclef (Grace Storm) by Mrs.
which will be used as a filling
who was remembered with a cara port was the second speaker,ills ad- Florence Davis; “Wake Up and Live" tion,
Plummer, going by auto.
/.L'..' "'"T "TL "hl1” ~<r „h™''h7. Carroll Richards; Lord Allan, her son, j [
■ ■ - -- —- > -- stat-on and automobile repair shop by
shower by members, and gifts from dress covering Maine welfare in the - — (Dorothea Brande) by Mrs Ethel M. I Hcrberflloch and'Arthur^nen ” °°nal(1 Welt: St AIbans' hU friend*
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Grant, L. Col. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross. A gaily future, the State government,' dif Griffin; “Modern Number Methods",
| George Walmsley; Rosamond SylF. Crockett and Frank Waterman of decorated cake was also presented ferent department of labor, educa- (H. S. Alshouse) and “The Teaching
Mrs- Minerva Piper is a patient at J vester, an American widow, Arlene I \
North Haven are in the city enroute Mrs. Choate, who has attained her tion, old age assistance. Open forum ' of Reading for Better Reading" <P. Community Hospital suffering from ;Tominski; “Vicky" Van Dyne, Mon
to Lewiston where they will attend 85th birthday. Mrs. Maude Cables was held, the many questions being Cusack) by Mrs. Lina Smith; “Ge- a broken right shoulder and broken ica Sheridan and Peggy Brant, three J !
a State Grange session.
was chairman of the apron table and answered by Senator Pernald.
| Ography in the Elementary School- , left wrist sustained in a fall down a American heiresses Blanche Collins,
Mrs. Inez Packard had charge of
The next regular meeting will be Europe" (Thralls and Reeder) by flI8ht of stairs Friday night at the Jennie Turner and Beatrice Lane;
Mr. and Mrs. Walter W. Morse of utilities.
at Grand Army hall in January.
Mrs. Inez Mathews; “How to Teach heme cf her daughter, Mrs. A. B. Terence O'Rourke Lyle Noyes,; the■
Portland were guests over the week
'
I Reading" (Pennell and Cusack) by Stevenson, Jr. in Camden. She also | stranger Kenneth Daucett; the mys
end of Mrs. Lillian McRae.
Methebesec Club meets Friday aft
Miss Shirley Castner. Mr. Rowe also received bruises about the face. At terious woman, Lilliam Whitmore. j
ernoon, Dec. 10 at Community Build
The play is under the direction of
spoke
on “And Gladly Teach" (Bliss this writing she is reported as resting
Sunday's Portland Telegram car ing. Hostesses are Mrs. Katherine
Mrs. Doris Graffam, and the follow
Perry) and "An Evaluation of the comfortably.
ried a charming picture of Mrs. Theo- Haines, Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, Mrs.
1 Elementary School” (J. R. McSurveyors from the State Highway! ing students are responsible for the !
oore S. Bird (Ruth Lawrence) and Bemice Havener, Mrs. Ida Dondis,
D partment have been engaged for | off-stage work: business manager,
Gaughy).
her eight month's old son, Law- Mrs. Mary Avery, Mrs. Eva Wisner,
Officers for the coming year will be the past three days in making a pre- j Elizabeth Lane; ticket managers
rtnee Allen.
Mrs. Gertrude Payson and Miss Cora
elected at the Friday evening meet- liminary survey of the bad curve at Grace Zoppina and Warren Barrows:
Perry. A current book review will
ing of the Crescent Temple. P. S.,1 the junction of Union street and advertising manager Bernard And
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. McRae, returned be given by Mrs. Dorothy Smalley,
He’s tied a tie around his neck every morning
AT
Saturday from a business trip to New and there will be a review of the
I and good attendance is desired. Com- Russell avenue in anticipation of rews; head usher, Claire Cavanaugh;
since you've known him. He knows all kinds
Hampshire.
mittee to serve the regular supper possible future relocation of that sec- program manager. Francis DeWolfe;
book “The Flowering of New England
prompter, Vera Easton; stage man
includes Mrs. Alice Gray. Mrs. Helen t;cn 0{ Route 1.
of neckwear, so instead of giving him just an
by Van Wyck Brooks. The benevo
agers, Edward Noyes and Raymond
The Foreign Missionary Society of
Gray and Mrs. Mildred Starrett.
Regular meeting of Harbor Light O'Jala; property manager, Robert
other tie . . . we want you to give him better
the Methodist Episcopal Church will lent committee requests members to
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Robinson ar.d
Chapter. O.ES. will be held tonight. Marcello; electrician Maurice Carle
meet Thursday afternoon at 2:30, at take Christmas gifts at that time.
neckwear than he’ll receive from anyone else.
Mrs. Clark of Rockland were callers
Claus Erickson and son Maynard ton.
the home of Mrs. Minnie Rogers.
!
Sunday
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs. William Griffin who has been
Here it is . . . not the “neck’s best” but better
Mrs. Lena deRochemont will be pro
j Charles Hysler.
a surgical patient at Knox Hospital,
than
that ... in silk, in color, in quality.
gram leader.
Miss Marion Storer of Waldoboro
has returned to her home on Berkeley
' and Mrs. Florence Gardiner cf
street.
Wednesday Night Is “Bank Nite”—Total $200.00
Mrs. A. R. Benedict, a summer resi
From the size of these selections you’d think
j Thomaston were callers Sunday on
ON THE SCREEN
dent of Medomak. and one of the
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett who is con
Mrs. Mida Packard received a tele
we thought every woman in Knox County was
foremost exhibitors of flower ar gram Monday, from Elkton, Va.. tell
NOAH BEERY, JR., CATHERINE BLAKE
fined to bed by illness.
going to read this ad.
rangements, known throughout the
in
Mrs. Ella Caler entertained the
ing of the sudden death of her
country for the beauty of her ex
Help One Another Circle of Kings
youngest brother, Walter I. Hall,
“TROUBLE AT MIDNIGHT’
hibitions. gave a demonstration of
And maybe they should.
Daughters, Monday evening.
winter arrangements at the exhibi Richard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Officers for the coming year will be
THURSDAY
tion of holiday decorations yesterday Freeman, who underwent a tonsil op
Remington-Rand Close Shaver, shaves easily,
elected Thursday evening at Goodwill
in the Hotel Eastland ballroom. She eration at Knox Hospital Saturday,
Adolph Zukoi p»«»o«H
Grange, South Warren.
$16.00. If you prefer a Packard we have it at
lectured afternoon and evening. has returned to his home at Glen
Warren friends are pleased to
Brow n or Blark
$15.00.
Three Christmas dinner tables ar Cove.
learn that Mrs. Elmer Overlock re
ranged bj’ Mrs. Benedict were on dis
ceiving surgical treatment at the
play in the lobby of the Eastland.
Interesting News!
Mrs. Carl Holt, (Shirley Doherty)
New England Baptist Hospital in
It will be recalled that Mrs. Bene is in the Newport Hospital recover
Boston, is gaining.
Well save you $5.00 to $10.00 on Suit or
dict arranged a Persian garden which ing from an operation. Mrs. Lura
Mr. and Mrs. William Simpson of
Overcoat.
•(Hi lynne Overman • Roscoe Koins • Muriel Hutchison
she exhibited at the International Doherty is visiting her daughter
Bucksport were supper guests Sat
Anthony Quinn • Inei (ouilney • tucien littlefieid
Flower Show in New York in 1936. there.
L'i
urday of Mrs. Thomas Simpson and
The exhibit was awarded the silver
Mrs. Annie Watts.
TODAY
medal by the Horticultural Society.
Rummage Sale at Methodist vestry
Warren Lodge. I.O.OF.. will attend
TEL.
CLAUDE RAINS
Arranging the garden required much 9 a. m. Wednesday.—adv.
lt
the get-to-gether of Odd Fellow
lin
409
research work as well as interviews
“THEY WONT FORGET"
Lodges of District 15, held Thursday
_ Sl»i>i».J,>iM(>l>.S»>>>>S»»i»fc»i>l>i9i>i»i>l2i3lS.9ii(SiS.»l3i3iSi3i9l9i2l»>i3iWiSi>ifcMl
with authorities on the subject.
evening in Waldoboro.
WED.-THURS.
Miss Gertrude Mank Is ill.
A great December Special! Hair
mvewetew
Funeral services for the late Gil
cut, shampoo and finger wave $1.00.
bert F. Mank, native of Waldoboro,
MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S
Shampoo, finger wave and manicure,
who died Saturday morning at the
$1.00. Steam oil shampoo and finger
home of his son, Burleigh Mank. were
wave. Sl.CO. For appointment tele
held this afternoon (Tuesday) at 1
phone 826. Al's Hairdressing Salon,
o'clock, with the Rev. Howard A.
j WtlT E R
284-286 Main St., Rockland.—adv.
Welch officialing.
Interment was
WM6E A I
• pretruh I
made at the Comery cemetery in S)
Waldoboro. He leaves two sons. ;
WE BUY
Burleigh of Warren, Elmer of Bath,
and three daughters, Mrs. Lida
AND SILVER
O'Neal of Thomaston, Mrs. Dora :•>
if
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
Oliver of Union and Mrs. Roxie Ben- y
JEWELER
ner of Jefferson, and several grand- •’
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
children.
The Dorcas Circle of Kings Daugh- m
ters met Monday afternoon at the i
home of Mrs. Grace Campbell.
j
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Shannon ’’
have returned to Auburn after being b
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver ri
s»
Libby.
THREE SHOWS—2.00 P. M. 6.30 P. M.—8.30 P. M.
V
The Ladies’ Circle of the Congre- 5#
gational Church will serve the S»
monthly supper Thursday, the com- $
mittee in charge: Mrs. Eleanor Barw/lh
rett. Mrs. Alice Watts. Mrs. Corinne w
AU Our Rubbrr Footwear is
Perkins, Mrs. Nettie Jameson, Mrs.
Standard Branded, no seconds nr
Willis Vina] and Mr.s. Olive Holt.
Wc are ready to make
made at a price. You buy with
Edward Davis and family have
confidence
at
McLain's.
BOXWOOD WREATHS
NOW PLAYING
moved to the Borneman place which
for the cemetery
“DOUBLE WEDDING"
has been occupied by Mr. and Mrs.
with
OUR STORE SAIT,
$2.00 to $5.00 each
Iral Smith.
CONTINUES TO
WM.
POWELL,
MYRNA
LOY
If you want something morc
SATURDAY
NIGHT
Mrs. Ada Spear entertained de
"durable’’ ask for our new, ready
SAVE, AND ENJOY TIIE
lightfully at her home Friday eve I
made—
DIFFERENCE
ning, honoring Miss Blanche Wash ii
“PINEWAY” WREATHS
burn of Auburn, houe guest of Mrs. £
$2.00, $2.25, $3.00 each
Oliver B. Libby, whose birthday ani niverary fell on that date. Present 57
Silsby’s Flower Shop
ROCKLAND I were the guest of honor, the hostess r’
432 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 318-W
Matinee $. Evening 6.30 and 8.30
145’WP’148
J
371 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Libby and Jerry Libby.
Continuous Saturday 2.00 to 10.30
140-tf
I Beano was enjoyed in the evening. jeswCC©

Entertainment

Dresses

STARTS TODAY, DECEMBER 7

Christmas Seals

PRICED $4.95 TO $13.75

Burdell’s Dress Shop

Don’t give him the “neck’s best” thing

STORMY WEATHER

when better neckwear is here

FOOTWEAR
MCLAINS

LADIES’ ZIPPERS
$2.50

'PARTNERS
IN CRIME

Gregory’s

PARKW

THE ANNUAL LEGION

ONE STRAPS

I

OLD

GOLD

T

$1.50, $1.69

DONATION DAY

I

Auspices Winslow-Holbrook Post, A. L.

STRAND THEATRE, ROCKLAND

BLONDELL
Stattdw

Boxwood Wreaths

SUNDAY, DECEMBER 12

LADIES’ FUR TOPS

$3.00

HUMPHREY BOGART

AFTERNOON
and EVENING

No Cash Admission Unless You Wish To Pay

Foods

■Canned Goods- Vegetables
These Will Be Your Tickets

SPLENDID ENTERTAINMENT—ALL SHOWS

THE NEED WAS NEVER SO GREAT!

McLain Shoe Store

BE GENEROUS - AID IN THE LEGION’S GREAT WORK

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, December 7, 1937
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ROCKLAND IN OTHER DAYS

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

I IS BACK WHERE SHE BELONGS

WARD SIX
REPUBLICAN

(Continued from Page One)

DEMOCRAT

■Continued from Page One)

sales amounted to $10 All sales were
itemized on a card which he kept
in a show case in view of all. If
one's purchases however small added
to other items on the card equalled
$10 he was entitled to $1 in mdse.
This was no doubt one of Jim Simon
ton's plans for increasing business.

For Mayor
For Mayor
or not Mr. Ripley. Later Fred ad
vanced his price to 50 cents for the
367
Edward R. Veazie,
26fi Charles M. Richardson,
dinner and some people called it an
For Alderman
For Alderman
outrage. Fred Smith made good
REPUBLICAN
DEMOCRAT
money and put it into circulation.
Irving C. MacBride,
378
234 Marcellus M. Condon,
We are all sorry, I am sure, that he
For Mayor
For Mayor
met reverses in his last days.
For Member of School Board
For Member of School Board
Livery' stables flourished before the Good Templer lodges flourished—
Edward R. Veazie,
209 Charles M. Richardson.
207
days of autos. The large building op back in the Eighties—when Maine
Jesse E. Bradstreet.
323
271 Edith P. Atwood,
posite C. M. Blake's wall-paper store was a prohibition State. They are i
For Alderman
For Alderman
at the Northend was once used by all out of business now that the sale 1
For Warden
For Warden
William H. Fisk as a livery stable. of liquor is legalized. Hamilton
244 Arthur W. Oray,
Louis R Cates.
207 James P Aylward,
319
276 Leroy A. Watson,
Later Ayers & Black started a ket Lodge of Good Templars, named for
chup factory' there. The product was the late Al Hamilton, once its Chief
For Member of School Board
For Member of School Board
For Ward Clerk
For Ward Clerk
called "A & B Ketchup.” While ket Templar, and former member of the
chup was Black's first industrial ven police force, had rooms in Crockett
210 Clara Curtis.
Donald O. Cuimnings,
192 Ella T. Cates,
325
269 Janet W. Tait,
ture it was not his last. His other block, now the property of J. A.
For
Warden
For
Warden
activities were, insurance, electric ; Jameson. I was not a member but
road cement and theatres. I am told I looked in on some of their social
199 Fred W. Gray,
( Carroll L. Boardman.
204
he is now in the oil business.
Igatherings, and oh. boy! such noisy;
A. S. Black is a man of vision, a times. This was ln the day of kissing
For Ward Clerk
For Ward Clerk
REPUBLICAN
DEMOCRAT
promoter of big enterprises. Cement parties, games called Copenhagen,
was one of them. But for his untir- tucker, chase the squirrel and others. |
202
Mary
E.
Sylvester,
204
Nellie
F.
Grotton.
Noah Beery. Jr., proposes to Catherine Hughes In Vnlversal's dramatic film.
For Mayor
For Mayor
ing efforts the big chimneys of a Dancing, however, was strictly for“Trouble At Midnight.”—adv.
cement mill would not be on Thom- \ bidden. Petting parties are more
Edward R. Veazie,
182 Charles M. Richardson.
112
aston's skyline today. Mr. Black had ! popular today and not so noisy,
little local encouragement and asked 1 When Maine turned its back on proFor Alderman
For Alderman
for no financial support when devel- j hibition Good Templar lodges folded
DEMOCRAT
REPUBLICAN
oping the cement industry. His up and went out of business,
8imon D. Crosby.
167 Russell E. Bartlett.
122
theatre venture started with Empire j Fire partially destroyed the Wilson
For
Mayor
For Mayor
Theatre on Oak street. I was a ! -White block in 1887 The tenants
For Member of School Board
For Member of School Board
stockholder in the company and trea- as I remember were W. F Norcross,
177
209
Charles
M.
Richardson,
Edward R. Veazie.
J Robert M. Packard,
153 Ethel M. Connon,
surer.
{druggist: Robinson A Irish, tailors,
126
I owned one of the very first gaso- i the Nelson Barber shop and ThomFor Alderman
For Alderman
For Warden
For Warden
lene cars in the city. C. E. Rising ; dike Hotel. We watched the fire
had the flrst one I believe. Dr. Britto from the Commercial College rooms
209 John J. Perry.
170
John Bernet,
: Vernon O. Giles,
161 Edward M Tolman,
127
had the first steamer. My car was | in Pillsbury block diagonally across
For Member of School Board
a “pippin,'' it was powerless but by i the street. An explosion occurred
For Member of School Board
For Ward Clerk
For Ward Clerk
no means noieless, neither was it caused by broken gas pipes, which
173 Etta S. Anderson,
200 Bernice F Staples,
Parker E Worrey,
horseless. In some way we could. lifted the roof, toppling over the
158 Dorothy M Baxter.
125
always get to some place, but a! chimneys, There were several men
_______________
For Warden
For Warden
good old horse usually hauled us on the roof at the time but fortunate
back. I took the agency in order to ly no one was hurt.
157
209 Albert Cables,
Allen V Sawyer,
get my car cheaper and not in the
The Syndicate building was built
For Ward Clerk
hope of making many sales. Crest- I in the early nineties and Fuller &
For Ward Clerk
Veterans of Foreign Wars pO8tmaster Moran
Gives
mobile was the name of this wonder Cobb moved from the Farwell block
Are
Circulating
Petitions
Hints
Which
Every
Pa157
216 G. Sheldon Gray,
Doris C. Jordan.
ful car.
to the new building. In turn J. F.
To That End
tron Should Heed
One of my “ads'' in The Courier- Gregory & Son moved from store
Gazette was headed. “If you want to floor of Limerock street to that va
An organized campaign to obtai..
Preparation for Christmas Mailing
go and get back buy a Crest.” I cated by Fuller & Cobb.
the
signatures
of
a
majority
of
the
—
Shop now and mail early,
should have added, “and take a horse
When I first knew Rockland it was
citizens of Knox County on petitions
No regular mall delivery made on
in tow."
a busy city—lime burning, ship buildDEMOCRAT
REPUBLICAN
which call upon Congress to keep ChErjSrt1^a^S^e25200,; lncreasc
When I appeared on the street in ind and shipping interests vied for
America out of war is to be launched ;n voiume during the holiday period
this car no circus parade ever at flrst place as industries. There were
For Mayor
For Mayor
. immediately under the supervision of seriously affects efficient handling if
tracted more attention. The car many individual lime burners. 15 of
Huntley-Hill- Post. Veterans of congested Do your part by early
didn't need a horn as it could be more, all had general stores, and
235
516 Charles M. Richardson.
Edward R. Veazie,
___
Foreign
Wars of the U. S The ap- mailing.
heard a mile away.
owned lime coasting vessels. From
Wrapping and Packing—Use strong
peal to Congress reads:
Many of you remember the good 150 to 200 vessels were in the harbor
paper and heavy twine. Wear and
Lynne Overman and Roscoe Karns, remembered as the funny men of
For Alderman
For Alderman
__
"We. the undersigned citizens ot tear is excessive during this conjectold days when pickled limes were a and at the wharves almost continual- - Murder Goes To College," are teamed again as comics in “Partners In
227
'
the
United States of America, call ed period.
favorite lunch for school children, ly. Among these were many St. John Crime."—adv.
468 James P Kent,
Francis D. Orne.
Fragile Articles—Should be crated
__ upon the Congress and the President
when stores were open six nights in wood boats, so called. Although kiln
or boxed; pressure of heavy ship
|
to
adopt
and
apply
policies
designed
For
Member
of
School
Board
For
Member
of
School
Board
the week: when all great questions wood came from New Brunswick.
FRIENDSHIPS
Lynn. Mass., passed the weekend with
ments ls a severe test
---- to keep America out of war and supPerishable Matter — Should be
were settled around the stove of the farmers in outlying districts netted
_ __
Mr. and Mrs. Wotton.
478 1 Vivian F. Hewett,
211 ! ported by a national defense program marked “Perishable" properly packed
grocery store when candy was dis a good income from tne sale of kiln
The Pythian Sisters held a Thanks- Mrs. Myrtle Broadman of Warren Alan F McAlary,
I adequate for the protection of our and special delivery stamp used to
played on the counters uncovered, wood. Traveling about the country giving party with marked success, called on Mrs. Gertrude Oliver re
For Warden
expedite delivery.
For Warden
country and its people.”
(before the days of germs and mic today one can now and then see a the committee members being Ger- cently.
Exercise unusual care in addressThe plan to convey to Congress ing, giving street and number as
rons) ; before the day of beauty shops dilapidated cooper shop where casks trude Oliver. Lois Brown. Josie Lawry
Mr. and Mrs. E. H Lawry and Winifred C. Kari.
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tangible evidence of the prevailing holiday mall load volume precludes
and chain stores; before wireless tele were made for the lime industry, and Eda Lawry.
Cards, beano, daughter, Eda, were Portland visitsentiment against war is the chief exclusive handling by experienced
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graphy. talking machines, radio, etc. These sources of income for the far- “Flinch" and a weird old fortune tel- ors Wednesday.
personnel.
objective of a nationwide campaign
It seems we are living in an age of mer are lost today.
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189 being conducted by 3600 local units
499 ' Alice Mae Luke,
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luxury and convenience. An age of
insure prompt delivery.
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orated cake made by the most exof the Veterans of Foreign Wars of
No parcels may be more than 100
never ceasing wonders.
Our wharves were busy places, cellent chief went to Fred Young
• » • •
the United States, according to Com inches in length and girth combined
Drawing kilns, barreling lime and ar*d a quilt was awarded to Mrs.
nor exceed 70 pounds in weight.
mander Daniel Noonan.
The recent attempted bank robbery loading vessels was an interesting Walter H. Wotton A buffet lunch- Republicans Are Looking
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Under
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form
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government,
in Bangor, no doubt, may have re procedure to watch.
in Arrival—First Delivered—First
Ahead To Considerable
Lime was eon was served at the close of the
the question of peace or war rests in opened—First Answered. Six cents
minded some of you of Rocklands hauled from the quarries to the kilns Part>'.
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hall having been artisticGains Next Year
the hands of Congress," Commander postage will insure delivery of your
bank robbery in year 1870. The by two and four horse teams, giving alh' decorated for the occasion by
Noonan
pointed out. "We, the peo letter on the West Coast, the day
Limerock Bank was at the time lo employment to teamsters, black- Llewellyn Oliver. Guests were presFor Mayor
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following mailing. Combined with
Republican party leaders, declaring
ple, expect members of Congress to special delivery immediate handling
cated in the rooms now used by Bick smiths, wheelwrights and harness el,t from Camden and Warren,
216 i vote Jin accordance with the will of at destination is assured and is fery
ford & Stratton, dentists. The rob makers. Stimulated a demand for' Miss Georgianna Winchenpaw and that the mathematics favor them, Edward R. Veazie,
231 Charles M Richardson,
; thelr constituents. ______________
Petitions bearing" desirable for mail arriving on Saturbery was planned by Langdon W. grain, hay and herse remedies. To- Mrs. Cora Sherman were holiday din- are looking forward to the 1938 sena- i
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Moore, gangster of New York Moore day the horse is a rare sight on our ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Win- torial elections with high hopes of
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lar air-mail envelopes are preferred
can citizens will tell Congress, in un- for alr mall Plaln envelopes may be
arrived in town with his fellow gang streets, and the coasting ves-1 chenpaw.
picking up some seats.
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191 mistakable terms, that the vast ma- used but must be conspicuously ensters, everything seemed to go wrong sel has lost Its usefulness ap- i Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pitcher of NewA record-breaking group of 30
------------------------------------------------- Jority of the citizens of the United dorsed near address “Via Alr Mail''
Plans didn't materialize, but finally parently. The sea captain whose I castle. Mr. and Mrs. Willard Pitcher Democratic Senators must face the
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------------------------------------------------- wa_.,
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four Republican seats will be at stake.
and drilling of the safe was started. sailor who took orders from his supe-; on Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry.
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There were many interruptions. The rior and sometimes mutinied has,
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Mrs. Gertrude Oliver has received
---------------------------------------------— from national headquarters at Kan* Ietter addressed to correspond with
burglars understood that nobody
either passed to the great beyond or j announcement of the wedding of sult of the Roosevelt landslide of j
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, ca“ rate may ** Ued or otheris following other pursuit.
her nephew. Willard Miller, which 1932. which gave the Democrats al- [ H. J Philbrook,
blanks will be circulated by members wise securely attached to the outbut people were passing all night and
Yes. the good old times are gone took p[ace at gt Patrick s Church in most a clean sweep of the senatorial |
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early morning. The safe was ready forever, new ideas and new methods Q]en ooVe n Y
various other local civic, patriotic, re- as ,to Prevent separation therefrom
elections. The Senators elected that ‘
for blowing at 4 o'clock—it was get have taken the place of the old, and
and membfrs Qf the
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8nd 1?ot obECure 0,6 address °n
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come
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morning air.
Only nine of the Democratic seats
happier and more contented now unthp meeting ton,ght fQr nomlna.
munity will be given the first oppor
The night watchman at the Thorn der the new order than they were in
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the petition, according to Com
The Methodist Ladies Aid held an
and talking with the night clerk.
In conclusion let me add that
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cratic victories usually are assured
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After the explosion they looked in Rockland has become a cosmopolitan all-day session Wednesday at the ahead of time. That leaves 21 seats
by this statement we would not have
It is the privilege of these mothers
the direction of the bank but made no city as the signs over the stores in vestry. Dinner was served by Helen which Republican strategists count
you infer that it is telling untruths.
to be the first ones to raise their
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move to investigate the noise. Moore dicate. Fifty years ago all business Simmons and Mrs. Lewis, after which as "fair game.”
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voices in opposition to war. Their
and his gang scooped the contents establishments were owned and man the birthday of Mrs. Susan Wotton
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observed and a decorated birthsignatures will be followed by the
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